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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA
M.D., 1 J.B., P.P,
and JANE DOES 1-100
PLAINTIFFS,
v.
LOUISIANA BOARD OF REGENTS,
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY BOARD OF
SUPERVISORS, UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA
SYSTEM BOARD OF SUPERVISORS,
LAFAYETTE CONSOLIDATED
GOVERNMENT, LAFAYETTE POLICE
DEPARTMENT, JOSEPH SAVOIE, LES GUICE,
FIELDON KING ALEXANDER, TOM
GALLIGAN, WILLIAM F. TATE, THOMAS
GLOVER, and JOHN/JANE DOE CHIEFS OF
POLICE,
individually and in their official capacities,
DEFENDANTS,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

C/A No.

COMPLAINT
JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

INTRODUCTION
1.

Throughout his roughly six-year tenure as a student at universities across Louisiana,

Victor Silva left a wake of sexual assault allegations and victims – yet never missed a semester.
This action seeks answers and redress for the failures by multiple universities and law enforcement
to protect students on university campuses from sexual misconduct and harm.
2.

This is an action for damages to recognize past failures, and to prevent future

victimization and abuse against Plaintiffs, and those similarly situated, who relied upon these
public institutions, and agencies to protect them, but were misled or otherwise disregarded by these
same entities.

1

For privacy, Plaintiffs will only be identified by initials.
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3.

The conduct of the Defendant Institutions, Individuals, and Agencies is particularly

egregious in light of a law passed by the Louisiana legislature in 2015, Act 172, which was
expressly designed to prevent sexual abuse on college campuses, by mandating communication,
cross-training, and coordination between Louisiana’s public post-secondary institutions and law
enforcement.
4.

Passed in recognition of the prolific sexual assault problem present on Louisiana

post-secondary campuses, Act 172, which applied to every institution receiving Title IX funds,
mandated universities to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding with local law enforcement
creating investigation and information sharing protocols and procedures related to sexual offenses
and offenders.
5.

Act 172 also required mandatory training by the Louisiana University Board of

Regents for any institutional employee or individual involved in the sexual assault and misconduct
grievance process.
6.

Yet, as set forth herein, during the operative timeframe, despite the existence of

resources, training, policies, and procedures, and despite the fact that each of the Universities
named in this complaint continued to receive Title IX funds, the Universities, Law Enforcement
Entities, and Supervisory boards named herein, by and through their various agents, and/or
authorized representatives, including the University Presidents, failed to abide by the
Requirements of Act 172, resulting in dangerous on-campus environments, where students were
promised safety, when, in reality no effort was taken to keep these students safe.

2
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PARTIES
7.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Plaintiff M.D. has been a resident of Atlanta,

Georgia. At the time she was victimized by Victor Silva, she was a student at Louisiana State
University.
8.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Plaintiff P.P. has been a resident of

Louisiana. At the time she was victimized by Victor Silva, she was a student at the University of
Louisiana.
9.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Plaintiff J.B. has been a resident of Arkansas.

At the time she was victimized by Victor Silva, she was working for a private employer, where
Victor Silva was also employed.
10.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Jane Does 1 through 100 were students at

the Defendant Universities, who were victims of sexual assault and/or misconduct, including by
Victor Silva, and whose reports went unprosecuted, and/or whose assailants were never
appropriately sanctioned.
11.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Louisiana Board of Regents

(“Defendant Board of Regents”) has been a state agency, organized and existing pursuant to
Louisiana law. Formed in 1974, the Board of Regents is responsible for coordinating all aspects
of university life for Louisiana public post-secondary education. One of Defendant Board of
Regents’ fundamental roles is oversight, input and/or control over the annual budget of Louisiana’s
public post-secondary institutions. As such, Defendant Board of Regents had the ability to and did
exercise control over the individual University Defendants as set forth more fully herein.
12.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Louisiana State University Board

of Supervisors (“Defendant LSU Board of Supervisors”) has acted as the governing body of

3
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Louisiana State University, a public post-secondary institution organized and existing pursuant to
Louisiana law.
13.

At all times relevant to this complaint until January 2020, Fieldon King Alexander

(“Defendant Alexander”) was the President of Louisiana State University.
14.

At all times relevant to this complaint from January 2020 to May 2021, Defendant

Tom Galligan (“Defendant Galligan”) was the Interim President of Louisiana State University.
15.

At all times relevant to this complaint from May 2021 until the date of filing,

Defendant William F. Tate, IV (“Defendant Tate”) has been the President of Louisiana State
University.
16.

Taken together, Defendants LSU Board, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate are referred

to as the LSU Defendants.
17.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant University of Louisiana Board of

Supervisors (“Defendant Board of Supervisors”) has been the governing body of the University of
Louisiana at Lafayette (“Lafayette”) and Louisiana Tech University (“Tech”), and had the
authority to and did exercise control over Lafayette and Tech.
18.

At all times relevant to this complaint Defendant Joseph Savoie (“Defendant

Savoie”) has been the President of Lafayette.
19.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Les Guice (“Defendant Guice”)

has been the President of Tech.
20.

Taken together, Defendants Lafayette and Savoie are referred to as the Lafayette

Defendants.
21.

Taken together, Defendants Tech and Guice are referred to as the Tech Defendants.
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22.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Lafayette Consolidated

Government has been an incorporated municipality located in Lafayette Parish, State of Louisiana.
23.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendant Lafayette Police Department

(“LPD”) has been a municipal agency within Defendant Lafayette Consolidated Government,
organized and existing pursuant to Louisiana law, and with a jurisdiction including and
encompassing Lafayette Parish. As codified in Act 172, as a law enforcement entity, Defendant
LPD was responsible for coordinating and communicating with various post-secondary institutions
about potential sexual assailants with the potential to cause harm on institutional campuses, and to
institutional students and employees.
24.

During timeframes relevant to the complaint, Defendant Thomas Glover was the

Chief of Police for the Lafayette Police Department.
25.

During timeframes relevant to the complaint, John/Jane Doe Chiefs of Police were

serving as the operating Chiefs of Police for the Lafayette Police Department.
26.

Taken together, the five Presidents, Glover, and John/Jane Doe Chiefs are referred

to as the Individual Defendants.
27.

The Individual Defendants were acting in the course and scope of their employment

at all times relevant to the allegations contained herein.
28.

Taken together, Defendants Board of Regents, LSU Board of Supervisors, and

Board of Supervisors are referred to as the University Defendants.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
29.

This action is brought pursuant to Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972,

20 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.
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30.

This action is also brought to redress Plaintiff’s constitutional rights pursuant to the

14th Amendment to the United States Constitution, 42 U.S.C. § 1983.
31.

Finally, this action arises pursuant to violation of Louisiana state law, and involves

acts, omissions and/or conduct that occurred in the state of Louisiana including in Lafayette
Parrish.
32.

Venue is proper in this division, as the acts and/or omissions complained of

occurred in Lafayette Parish, which is located in this division and at least two of the named
Defendants are situated in this division.
33.

Subject matter is proper in this division under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 because this action

involves questions requiring the interpretation of the United States Constitution, and/or the laws
and treaties of the United States. This Court also has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1343, which gives district courts original jurisdiction over: (a) any civil action authorized
by law to be brought by any person to redress the deprivation, under color of any state law, statute,
ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any right, privilege, or immunity secured by the
Constitution of the United States or by any Act of Congress providing for equal rights of citizens
or of all persons within the jurisdiction of the United States; and (b) any civil action to recover
damages or to secure equitable relief under any Act of Congress providing for the protection of
civil rights.
34.

Finally, Plaintiffs invoke and respectfully request that this court exercise

supplemental jurisdiction, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a) to hear and decide the claims arising
under state law, as their claims are so intertwined with the claims arising in that original
jurisdiction of this court as to form part of the same case or controversy.

6
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GENERAL FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
a. Background: Act 172 and Policies Against Power-Based Violence
35.

In February, 2015, the Louisiana general assembly adopted the Campus

Accountability and Safety Act, Act 172 (“Act 172” or “The Act”) of the regular legislative session.
36.

The Act was designed to ensure post-secondary institutions were creating and

maintaining safe learning environments for students and those individuals participating in the
institutions’ activities and programs.
37.

Defendant Board of Regents was among the entities that developed the 2015 policy,

including by assembling and consulting with national experts who advised on best practices “for
providing statewide training opportunities to assist in uniform compliance.” Id.
38.

39.

Ultimately, the policy contained six critical mandates:
i.

Prevention and awareness programs;

ii.

Confidential advisors;

iii.

Campus climate surveys;

iv.

Coordination with local law enforcement;

v.

Online reporting; and

vi.

Institutional task forces.

Defendant Board of Regents adopted this policy on February 23, 2015, which then

became applicable to all Louisiana public post-secondary institutions including Defendants LSU,
Lafayette and Tech.
40.

Yet six years later, it was clear the policy had failed, not because of its content, but

because of a fundamental implementation failure by post-secondary schools and law enforcement.

7
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41.

On March 23, 2021, Defendant Board of Regents released a letter to the Presidents

of the state’s four public post-secondary institution systems’ Presidents and management board
chairs.
42.

In the letter, 2 Defendant Board of Regents noted:
More needs to be done to protect students enrolled at Louisiana’s postsecondary institutions from sexual misconduct. Specifically, we all must
ensure enforcement of all sexual misconduct and related policies,
implement sexual misconduct and prevention programs, and provide
support services for students who raise allegations of sexual misconduct.
While the [Board of Regents] is committed to developing comprehensive
policies, we must also ensure consistent and strong implementation, which
is the critical responsibility of management boards. (emphasis added).

43.

As such, more than five years after its passage, in March, 2021, Defendant Board

of Regents clearly expressed that it had failed with regard to Act 172, and that, in its estimation
the University Defendants had also failed.
44.

Act 172 and its resultant statewide policy related to protecting against sexual

misconduct by post-secondary institutions was intended to be co-extensive with the federal
provisions in Title IX requiring safe learning environments, as well as the provisions of the Jeanne
Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (“Clery Act”)
requiring disclosure of campus security policies and crime statistics. 3
45.

Fundamentally, the policies were intended to protect against sex crimes on

campuses, and involving college students, by requiring transparency and robust communication
among and between universities as well as law enforcement.

See Letter to Systems Requesting Information on Sexual Misconduct Reporting, LOUISIANA BOARD OF REGENTS
(Mar. 23, 2021), http://regents.la.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Title-IX-Letter.pdf, attached as Exhibit A.
3
See Regents Review Policy on Sexual Misconduct, LOUISIANA BOARD OF REGENTS (Mar. 24, 2021),
https://regents.la.gov/regents-review-policy-on-sexual-misconduct, attached as Exhibit E.
2
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46.

Act 172 required institutions, such as the universities named in this complaint, and

law enforcement, including, without limitation, Defendants LPD, Glover, and John/Jane Doe
Chiefs, “to execute a memorandum of understanding whereby the parties would clearly delineate
responsibilities and share information in accordance with applicable federal and state
confidentiality laws[.]”
47.

In furtherance of these priorities, in 2015, each of the universities named in this

complaint, as well as Defendant Board of Regents, created and/or amended policies specifically
intended to combat “power-based violence” on their campuses. 4
48.

Lafayette’s policy expressly provided:
Pursuant to this policy, as well as federal and state law, [Defendant
Lafayette] will provide an educational and working environment for its
Employees and Students that is free from sexual harassment and other
prohibited sexual conduct. 5

49.

Lafayette’s policy further provided:
Through this policy and the mandatory associated training required for all
Employees and available training for students, the University seeks to:
Unequivocally state intolerance for prohibited sexual conduct;
Identify the Broad scope of such prohibited sexual conduct;
Establish an effective, unform reporting and investigative process;
Require prompt action to protect against recurrence and the Prohibited
sexual conduct;
Ensure resolutions that impose appropriate remedies or sanctions;
Protect complainants, respondents, and individuals who report or are
involved in the investigative process from harassment, reprisal, or
retaliation; and

See Memoranda in response to and prohibiting power-based violence on campus at LSU, Lafayette, and Tech,
attached hereto as Exhibits B, C and D, and the Louisiana Board of Regents Uniform Policy on Sexual Misconduct,
attached hereto as Exhibit E.
5
See Exhibit C, at 1.
4
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Respect confidentiality and the privacy rights of Employees and students to
the greatest extent practicable and appropriate… 6
50.

Likewise, under its policy against power-based violence, which has been in place

since 2013, Tech espouses its intent to ensure all students receive equal access to education free
from gender-based violence and harassment. 7
51.

LSU also has a Permanent Memorandum against power-based violence. This policy

promises to provide “an environment free from discrimination on the basis of sex, gender, and
sexual misconduct. This policy affirms these principles and provides recourse for individuals
whose rights have been violated.” 8
52.

By and through these policies, the universities affirmed their responsibility for

protecting students against sexual misconduct and crime, including by appropriately identifying
and monitoring known or alleged offenders.
53.

A foundational purpose for Act 172, and for the corresponding policies put in place

by the universities, was to ensure that offenders or potential offenders did not avoid detection by
transferring following allegations of sexual misconduct.
54.

Individual Defendants Alexander, Galligan, Tate, Savoie, and Guice, as the

highest-ranking officers in their respective Universities, were responsible for the implementation
and management of these policies. The failures of these institutions to implement any of the
requirements of Act 172, codified in their policies against power-based violence, are therefore
directly attributable to the Individual Defendants.
55.

In addition to the University Defendants’ policies against sexual misconduct, in

2015 Defendant Board of Regents also adopted a Uniform Policy on Sexual Misconduct, which,

Id. at 3.
See Tech Policy, Exhibit D, at ¶ 1.3 Legal Summary.
8
See LSU Permanent Memorandum, Exhibit B at 3, ¶ 1. Purpose and Commitment.
6
7
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in part, was designed to mandate that each university answerable to Defendant Board of Regents
would thereafter put in place an institutional policy, which would be applied and implemented in
accordance with all federal and state laws and regulations. 9
b. System Failure: An offender goes undetected
56.

By late 2014, the problem of violence against women in Louisiana had reached a

crescendo.
57.

In a meeting to address the practice of billing rape victims for medical services,

during which time the then-Executive of the Committee on Women and Children, Joey Watson,
confirmed that law enforcement had been engaging in the improper practice of requiring rape
victims to submit to polygraph examinations, Senator Karen Carter Peterson of New Orleans
voiced her astonishment and disgust over what she saw as serious abuses of victims, stating to
Watson:
You are not the right person to lead this agency…[Y]ou don’t know what the budget
is, you don’t know how to stop people from violating federal law, but yet you are
over a law enforcement commission. You should not be making $87,000 a year and
doing this job if you can’t protect women…This is ridiculous. You should be
embarrassed. 10
58.

Act 172, in combination with an executive order passed by former Governor of

Louisiana Bobby Jindal on September 26, 2014, was specifically designed to protect Louisiana
sexual assault victims.
59.

Calling sexual assault a “heinous crime,” Governor Jindal stated about his

executive order, “we want to do everything we can to protect the victims of these terrible acts.” 11
See Board of Regents Policy, Exhibit E, at ¶ II. Introduction.
See Rebecca Catalanello, Lawmakers target commission’s role in overseeing state’s compliance with federal rape
TIMES-PICAYUNE
(Oct.
21,
2014),
available
at
laws,
THE
https://www.nola.com/entertainment_life/health_fitness/article_c2d46380-95ec-5f3c-bd84-e844c50db1c2.html.
11
See Rebecca Catalanello, Jindal issues executive order aimed at providing better protection for rape victims, THE
TIMES-PICAYUNE
(Jul.
19,
2019),
available
at
https://www.nola.com/entertainment_life/health_fitness/article_71d3c22f-88b9-57dc-9115-020ab06feb4e.html.
9

10
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60.

Thereafter, from September, 2014 through June, 2015, the Louisiana legislature

passed at least four bills designed to assist victims of sexual assault, and further designed to prevent
sexual assault where possible.
61.

Some of these bills, including Act 172, specifically contemplated assistance from

the Board of Regents, and public universities.
62.

Yet, at the same time, Victor Silva made his way into Louisiana’s public university

system.
63.

In 2014, Victor Silva began his freshman year at Louisiana State University

(“LSU”).
64.

During Silva’s freshman year, an initial victim reported Silva to Baton Rouge law

enforcement for assault.
65.

Upon information and belief, law enforcement thereafter notified LSU of the report.

66.

Upon information and belief, despite knowledge of the allegations, LSU never

properly instituted an investigation into the allegations, nor did LSU contact Silva’s transferee
school to notify the school about the allegations.
67.

Upon information and belief, LSU and the other institutional Defendants could

have and should have shared the nature of the allegations against Silva with a transferee institution.
These communications would have been authorized and condoned by FERPA.
68.

Instead, after his brief tenure at LSU, Victor Silva transferred without issue to

Lafayette.
69.

Following his transfer to Lafayette, in April, 2015, Silva was arrested by LSU

police on charges of sexual assault.
70.

The arrest was reported to Lafayette and to LSU.
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71.

Upon information and belief, in an email related to “Title IX Updates,” Silva was

described by LSU as a “frequent flier.” He was banned from the campus, but LSU and Lafayette
did not communicate with each other about Silva, or the allegations of sexual assault piling up
around him.
72.

Moreover, and upon information and belief, LSU failed to properly provide its

student body with information about reporting Silva to his current university.
73.

Following the April 2015 allegations, Lafayette merely placed Silva on probation,

ordering that he complete behavior management, but made no other monitoring or reporting
requirements. While Silva was not accused of additional on-campus crimes, from 2015 through
2018, Silva was reported for sexual offenses to Lafayette Police Department on at least three other
occasions.
74.

Lafayette Police Department did not report these instances to Lafayette.

75.

Upon information and belief, during this same timeframe, no employee of Lafayette

followed up with law enforcement related to Victor Silva, or whether there had been any additional
reports of sexual offenses involving University students.
76.

A fellow student from Lafayette was the source of at least one of the additional

reports against Silva.
77.

Another report received by Lafayette Police Department was from a woman who

stated she was blackmailed by Silva after they had a consensual sexual encounter. The complaint
indicated Silva was pressuring the woman to send nude photographs and threatened to release a
video of the two of them having sex if she refused to do so.

13
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78.

Reports indicate an officer with Lafayette Police Department closed the case

against Silva after Silva agreed to delete the photographs – but still the incident was not reported
to Lafayette.
79.

In 2018, Lafayette received another report from a female student, who indicated

that Silva assaulted her when the two were freshmen in high school.
80.

This report was the second 2018 report of sexual assault made by a Lafayette

student against Silva.
81.

Under the Memorandum of Understanding between Lafayette and Lafayette Police

department, reports of these offenses should have been made to Lafayette – yet, upon information
and belief, no such reports exist.
82.

Rather, the named universities appear to have engaged in a process by which, rather

than protecting victims, Silva was protected, not only against any internal investigation by any of
the universities, but also against detection when he transferred among the Defendants’ campuses
– an outcome contrary to Act 172 and the policies against sexual assault adopted by the named
universities.
83.

Defendants allowed for this to occur by failing to appropriately, timely, or

effectively implement mandatory programs consistent with Title IX and Act 172.
84.

Upon information and belief, Victor Silva was not the only offender who went

undetected, or unprosecuted during the applicable timeframe.
85.

In 2018, Silva once again transferred, this time to Tech.

86.

Upon information and belief, Silva arrived at Tech with a clean record, without

even a reflection of his prior probationary status with Lafayette, and with no mention of the issues
from LSU.
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87.

Less than two months after Silva transferred to Tech, a fellow student filed a report

against Silva with Tech’s Title IX office, accusing Silva of sexual assault. The report was referred
to an external police department, which later declined to press charges. A week later, Tech notified
the student it would not investigate her allegations.
88.

Silva withdrew from Tech three days after the allegations, and, according to a

representative of Tech, because Silva had no pending disciplinary charges against him at the time
of his withdraw, Tech declined to notify Silva’s transferee institute of the allegations.
89.

Silva transferred back to Lafayette.

90.

In March, 2021, Husch Blackwell, an independent law firm retained by LSU to

review LSU’s Title IX policies and processes made several findings about LSU’s deficiencies. 12
91.

In its report, the law firm made the following recommendations:
a. The Title IX Office must be staffed appropriately;
b. Designate a Deputy Title IX Coordinator for Prevention and Training;
c. Designate a Deputy Title IX Coordinator for Support and Resources;
d. The Title IX Coordinator Reporting Line Must Change;
e. Implement Internal Monitoring and Quarterly and Annual Reporting;
f. Recordkeeping Must be Improved;
g. Targeted training for Athletics;
h. Mandatory Reporting Obligations Must be Clear;
i. Finalize the LSUPD MOU;
j. Title IX Personnel Must Get Specialized training on Dating and
Domestic Violence;

See Husch Blackwell, Louisiana State University Title IX Review (Mar. 3, 2021), available at https://lsu.edu/titleixreview/docs/4828-6651-7216_1_lsu_report-final.pdf (“Husch Blackwell Report”).
12
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k. Accountability is Critical;
l. Special Care is Warranted for Cases Involving Athletes;
m. Develop and Implement Alternative Resolution Options and Restorative
Justice for Sex Discrimination Matters;
n. Implement Timelines for Resolutions and Options for Participants in
Untimely Cases;
o. Thoughtfully Consider Presumptively Appropriate Sanctions;
p. The University Needs a New Centralized Website to Increase
Understanding and Simplify the Process;
q. Regularly Measure Climate and Effectiveness;
r. The Rules Must Apply to Everyone.
92.

Remarkably, many of the 2021 recommendations surround issues that should have

been addressed in response to Act 172, which was passed more than six years before the Husch
Blackwell report.
93.

Upon information and belief, and as indicated in the Systems Letter from Defendant

Board of Regents, 13 as of 2021, Lafayette and Tech suffered from the same deficiencies as LSU,
which were enumerated in the Husch Blackwell report.
94.

Collectively, the failures of the Individual Defendants, Defendant Board of

Regents, Defendant Board of Supervisors, Defendant LSU Board of Supervisors, and Defendant
Lafayette Consolidated Government, to implement and enforce programs to address and prevent
sexual violence against women created an environment on college campuses and throughout the

13

See Exhibit A.
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university system where predators, such as Victor Silva, were allowed to pass through undetected,
all while expanding their web of victims.
SPECIFIC FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
Plaintiff M.D.
95.

In August, 2014, Plaintiff M.D. entered her freshman year as a student at LSU.

96.

During her first semester of freshman year, Plaintiff was successfully completing

her classes.
97.

At the same time that Plaintiff M.D. started as a freshman, Victor Silva was also a

freshman at LSU.
98.

Plaintiff M.D. met Victor Silva through friends, at the dining hall at LSU.

99.

During her second semester, in spring 2015, while at a university event hosted by

an authorized fraternity of LSU, Plaintiff encountered Victor Silva.
100.

At the time, and upon information and belief, Victor Silva was no longer a student

of LSU, having transferred due to allegations of sexual assault that had not been reported to his
transferee institution.
101.

When Plaintiff encountered Silva, she had consumed one alcoholic drink.

102.

That night, Plaintiff was sexually assaulted by Silva at her dorm on campus. She

had repeatedly said no to his advances, but he forced himself onto her.
103.

Following the assault, Plaintiff’s grades began to fall drastically. She was unable to

concentrate and would experience bouts of anxiety and depression.
104.

At some point during her second semester, Plaintiff M.D. was notified she was

being placed on academic probation.
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105.

Around the same timeframe, Plaintiff reported to her Title IX office that she had

been sexually assaulted on-campus, and requested help from them, including access to mental
health services.
106.

Not only did the office explicitly decline to pursue any genuine investigation of

Silva, although they understood Silva had already been accused of sexual misconduct prior, they
failed to provide her with the requested services.
107.

Instead, while an initial referral was made to LSU Police Department, the Title IX

office essentially told Plaintiff to resolve the matter herself.
108.

At the end of her second semester, LSU expelled Plaintiff.

109.

LSU communicated to Plaintiff that the expulsion was due to poor academic

performance. Yet LSU was aware of Victor Silva’s sexual assault of Plaintiff M.D.
110.

At all times relevant to the complaint, LSU never offered to provide appropriate

counseling or therapy for Plaintiff M.D. following her sexual assault.
111.

Furthermore, LSU failed to otherwise hold Victor Silva accountable for Plaintiff

M.D.’s sexual assault. Silva was banned from campus, but Plaintiff M.D. was informed by LSU
that Silva could still access the campus if he paid to attend events, such as sporting events.
112.

This lack of consideration for Plaintiff M.D.’s safety caused a significant increase

in her anxiety. She was further concerned that LSU allowing Silva to continue to attend paid events
meant they would not appropriately enforce any “ban.”
113.

Instead, and upon information and belief, LSU used Plaintiff M.D.’s falling grades

as a pretext to expel her when, in reality, the expulsion was in retaliation for reporting a sexual
assault.
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114.

Because of Silva’s sexual assault, Plaintiff M.D. was diagnosed with post-traumatic

stress disorder (“PTSD”), which she continues to struggle with to this day.
115.

This diagnosis and the resultant anxiety have followed Plaintiff M.D. into her adult

and professional life.
116.

Plaintiff M.D. would not have been exposed to Silva had Act 172 been properly

utilized by the higher education and criminal justice systems in Louisiana.
Plaintiff P.P.
117.

Plaintiff P.P. enrolled at the University of Louisiana (“UL”) at Lafayette

(“Lafayette”) in 2016. Plaintiff P.P. was a chemical engineering student.
118.

Upon information and belief, Plaintiff P.P. first encountered Silva at Lafayette in

2019 during her junior year in a physical chemistry class.
119.

Plaintiff was aware of one other case concerning Silva through an acquaintance

who was a sexual assault survivor. Upon information and belief, many people in the program had
heard rumors of Silva’s history of sexual abuse.
120.

One reason Plaintiff P.P. discounted the rumors about Silva was the lack of official

action against him.
121.

Upon information and belief, other female engineering students made complaints

to the then-head of the engineering department.
122.

Furthermore, upon information and belief, a UL psychology professor used Silva

as a case study on serial rapists, demonstrating that UL had widespread knowledge of accusations
against Silva.
123.

During her time as a student at UL, Silva persistently pursued Plaintiff, targeting

locations and activities where Silva knew Plaintiff P.P. would be present.
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124.

In May of 2020, she began dating him.

125.

Soon after, Plaintiff P.P. and Silva began living together.

126.

In summer 2020, Plaintiff P.P. received several messages from women previously

involved with Silva and from one of Silva’s male friends, informing her that Silva was dangerous.
One of the women described Silva as a “monster.”
127.

In early August 2020, Plaintiff P.P. and Silva spent time with Plaintiff P.P.’s friend,

Jane Roe, 14 at the home of Plaintiff P.P.’s parents.
128.

One evening during that visit, Plaintiff P.P., Roe, and Silva consumed alcohol and

went to bed separately.
129.

Roe woke up with Silva in her bed, groping her and pressing his erection against

130.

Roe told Plaintiff P.P. about the sexual assault, and Plaintiff P.P. confronted Silva

her.

about it.
131.

Silva appeared nervous to Plaintiff P.P. and tried to brush it off as an accident.

132.

Up to that point, Plaintiff P.P. had ignored other strange and alarming behaviors

from Silva, such as saying inappropriate things and sending pictures to other girls.
133.

Silva would also alarm Plaintiff P.P. by getting angry and slamming doors.

134.

Once, Silva tried to drag Plaintiff P.P. down a flight of stairs.

135.

Silva also displayed jealous behaviors.

136.

Plaintiff P.P., as an engineer, works mostly with men. Silva baselessly accused

Plaintiff P.P. of cheating on him on a business trip and would become enraged when she received
messages from male coworkers.

14

For privacy of a non-party, Jane Roe is a pseudonym.
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137.

Throughout their relationship, Silva coerced Plaintiff P.P. into having sexual

intercourse when she did not want to.
138.

Silva exhibited emotionally abusive behaviors towards Plaintiff P.P.: periods of

kindness followed by periods of viciousness and relying on trauma bonding to engage victims.
139.

Upon information and belief, in August or September 2020, Silva once

acknowledged that Plaintiff P.P. “was not into it” when they were intimate after having consumed
alcohol; Plaintiff P.P. had passed out and does not remember consenting or having sexual relations
with Silva.
140.

Plaintiff P.P. was shocked and thought of the other women assaulted by Silva,

including her friend Jane Roe.
141.

Plaintiff P.P. also felt scared and wondered that if Silva was willing to share that

fact with her, what else might he have done that he had not shared.
142.

Around January 2021, Plaintiff P.P. ended her relationship with Silva.

143.

Around February 2021, Plaintiff P.P. and Plaintiff J.B. connected and shared their

experiences with each other.
144.

In March 2021, Plaintiff P.P. was contacted by reporter Kenny Jacoby of USA

Today about the investigation he was conducting on Silva and the Louisiana higher education
system.
145.

Throughout this time, Plaintiff P.P. kept in contact with Silva in order to be aware

of his whereabouts and mindset.
146.

Plaintiff P.P. was afraid of Silva as Silva still had a key to her house, and, upon

information and belief, had a history of stalking behavior.
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147.

Plaintiff P.P. is still dealing with the emotional and economic impact of Silva’s

148.

While they lived together, Plaintiff P.P. paid all of their bills. Plaintiff P.P.

abuse.

continued to subsidize Silva after he moved out.
149.

Plaintiff P.P. experienced severe depression following her breakup with Silva.

150.

Plaintiff P.P. has had mild anxiety since she was a teenager. Since her relationship

with Silva, she has experienced an increase in anxiety to the point of needing medication, which
she had never needed before.
151.

Plaintiff P.P. has been scared to be alone and scared to return home from work.

152.

Plaintiff P.P. has recurring nightmares about Silva.

153.

Additionally, Plaintiff P.P. experiences anxiety due to triggers associated with

Silva, such as seeing men who look like him, men drinking alcohol, or men who exhibit personality
traits like his.
154.

Plaintiff P.P.’s later romantic relationships have been negatively affected by Silva’s

155.

Silva’s abuse has affected Plaintiff P.P.’s ability to communicate and trust. For

abuse.

example, if she gets a message from a male friend and her current boyfriend asks about it, she
becomes defensive and alarmed because of the harassment Silva put her through previously when
she received messages from male coworkers or friends.
156.

Plaintiff P.P. has lost her sense of self due to Silva’s abuse. She is unable to control

her fears and anxieties, and she has been forced to relearn who she is.
157.

Plaintiff P.P. would not have been exposed to Silva had Act 172 been properly

utilized by the higher education and criminal justice systems in Louisiana.
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Plaintiff J.B.
135.

Plaintiff J.B. was an environmental safety manager at a private employer in Searcy,

Arkansas, where she began working in November, 2020. The place of employment is a flexible
packaging manufacturer, and Plaintiff J.B. was responsible for workplace safety.
136.

Upon information and belief, Silva began working at J.B.’s place of employment

in late 2020 as a process engineer.
137.

Plaintiff J.B. is twelve years older than Silva.

138.

Plaintiff J.B. was responsible for training Silva on workplace protocols.

139.

During his training, Plaintiff J.B. and Silva made small talk, mostly discussing his

time at Lafayette.
140.

Silva did not disclose any of the accusations against him, nor did he disclose that

the was enrolled in and transferred from LSU and Tech.
141.

During his training and the beginning of his employment, Silva would often show

up at Plaintiff J.B.’s office.
142.

Silva told Plaintiff J.B. that he was making excuses to go see her.

143.

Silva also began contacting Plaintiff J.B. over company messaging systems.

144.

Soon, Silva began to veer out of professional messages into personal messages. For

example, Silva told Plaintiff J.B. that she should visit his apartment to try a new whiskey he bought.
145.

Silva was persistent in his pursuit of Plaintiff J.B. Silva asked Plaintiff J.B. on dates

repeatedly while they were coworkers.
146.

Plaintiff J.B. took pity on Silva because Silva was awkward at work and was having

trouble fitting into the insular Arkansas community.
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147.

Plaintiff J.B. resigned from her job in the first week of February 2021 and began a

new job later that month.
148.

Around this time in February 2021, Silva asked Plaintiff J.B. if he could take her

out on Valentine’s Day, and Plaintiff J.B. acquiesced, believing Silva would leave her alone if she
finally relented and went on a date with him.
149.

Prior to their date, Silva made sexual innuendos to Plaintiff J.B. via text message.

150.

Plaintiff J.B. told Silva repeatedly that she would not have sex with him.

151.

On the evening of their date, Silva showed up to Plaintiff J.B.’s house late with

multiple bottles of wine. By the time he arrived at her home, no restaurants were open.
152.

On information and belief, Silva drank a significant amount of alcohol that night.

Plaintiff J.B. had two glasses of wine over the course of several hours, but she noticed that all the
wine was gone the next morning.
153.

Plaintiff J.B. also noted how intent Silva was to drink heavily, and she thought it

was strange that all of the wine was gone.
154.

Plaintiff J.B. is only five feet tall and her tolerance to alcohol is low.

155.

The next thing that Plaintiff J.B. remembers after having drinks with Silva is Silva

kissing her and moving her to her bed. Plaintiff J.B. then dissociated and froze while Silva raped
her.
156.

The next morning, Plaintiff J.B. told Silva that he did not have her consent to have

157.

Silva dismissed her comment, telling her that he thought women “just wanted men

sex.

to take it.”
158.

Plaintiff J.B. then sent Silva home that morning, even though there was a blizzard.
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159.

Following the rape, Plaintiff J.B. shut down. It was difficult for her to get up and

go to work, and she did not clean her apartment for several months after.
160.

Although Plaintiff J.B. felt betrayed by Silva, Silva began to act remorseful, and

Plaintiff J.B. continued to talk to him via text because she felt sorry for him as he was so young
and alone in a place he did not feel comfortable.
161.

At one point, Plaintiff J.B. reminded Silva via text message that he did not have her

consent that night.
162.

Silva’s response was to ask Plaintiff J.B. if she had gone to the police.

163.

In around March 2021, Plaintiff J.B. met with Silva to go to a farmer’s market.

164.

By the time they arrived, Plaintiff J.B. realized that Silva was drunk because he was

loud and disruptive.
165.

At the farmer’s market, Silva met another man from South America, and Silva told

him that his name was Victor.
166.

Plaintiff J.B. was shocked to hear him say this.

167.

Silva had been going by Daniel in Arkansas, and Plaintiff J.B. only knew him as

168.

Sometime around March, 2021, Silva began acting more strangely and was drinking

Daniel.

more alcohol than usual.
169.

When Plaintiff J.B. asked about why he was behaving differently, Silva mentioned

an upcoming news article about him.
170.

Upon hearing this, Plaintiff J.B. researched Silva on the internet using his other

name (“Victor”) and saw a Twitter thread from another of Silva’s victims detailing his sexual
abuse of others.
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171.

Plaintiff J.B. had searched Silva on the internet before as “Daniel,” and she had

only found his LinkedIn profile.
172.

Plaintiff J.B. and Silva had some contentious text exchanges about his treatment of

her and his lying about his history of being investigated for sexual assault.
173.

Plaintiff J.B. contacted the author of the Twitter thread and got contact information

for Plaintiff P.P. Plaintiff J.B. then saw how similar her experiences were to Silva’s other victims.
174.

For a period, Plaintiff J.B. and Silva did not communicate.

175.

On April 12, 2021, Plaintiff J.B. told a former coworker about Silva raping her.

176.

Plaintiff J.B. continues to deal with the emotional fallout of the rape.

177.

Ultimately, Plaintiff J.B. was forced to move not only out of her apartment, but to

another city entirely, to try to escape the horrific memories of the rape and to accept a new job.
178.

Plaintiff J.B.’s new position is in a completely different industry because she could

no longer tolerate the culture of her previous industry.
179.

To this day, Plaintiff J.B. experiences anxiety when she sees men who resemble

Silva, or who are behaving in a manic way. She cannot engage with them and has to physically
remove herself from their presence when she encounters them.
180.

Additionally, Plaintiff J.B. was diagnosed with complex post-traumatic stress

disorder. Silva’s rape exacerbated her symptoms, including depression and fatigue.
181.

If Act 172 were enforced properly, Silva would not have been employed at J.B.’s

place of employment and Plaintiff J.B. would not have been put in harm’s way.
TIMELY FILING OF COMPLAINT
194.

As it relates to the conduct alleged in this complaint, Plaintiffs had no opportunity

to know of the accruing harm, and could not have known of the harm, because of the intentional
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and/or reckless actions, inactions, and omissions of the Defendants, including failing to abide by
internal policies and procedures related to sexual violence and misconduct, failing to make
mandatory reports, failing to undertake appropriate investigations, and failing to rigorously enforce
rules related to sexual misconduct.
195.

Upon information and belief, Defendants undertook efforts to conceal their failures

related to timely, effectively, and appropriately investigating, reporting, and following up, and to
generally protect vulnerable students from harm. Defendants’ actions made it impossible for
Plaintiffs to know the danger they were in, or that Defendants could have prevented the harm but
chose not to do so.
196.

Given the Defendants’ conduct, it would be inequitable for Plaintiffs’ claims to be

barred by and limitations period, under the doctrine of contra non valentem agree non currit
prescriptio, which translates to mean “no prescription runs against a person unable to bring an
action.”
197.

Moreover, in or around May 2022, an action was filed in this Court against certain

of the Defendants related to Defendants’ complicity and failures in preventing sexual misconduct
and harm throughout the University system. 15 For the first time, and in explicit detail, this action
provided information about Defendants’ failures, which were precluded from discovery by
Plaintiffs due to Defendants’ conduct.
198.

In short, Plaintiffs – women who experienced sexual assault at the hands of a

common perpetrator – could not have known of the Defendants’ failures, which allowed Victor
Silva to sexually assault an unknown number of women with abandon over the course of over six

15

See Jane Doe v. Bd. of Supervisors of the Univ. of La. Sys., No. 3:22-cv-00338 (M.D. La., filed May 25, 2022).
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years, across multiple universities in the State of Louisiana, and in multiple states across the
country.
COUNT I: VIOLATION OF TITLE IX, 20 U.S.C. § 1681(a)
Against Defendants Board of Regents, LSU Board of Supervisors,
and the Board of Supervisors
199.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege the preceding paragraphs as though repeated verbatim

200.

Plaintiffs allege violations of Title IX against Defendants due to their deliberate

herein.

indifference to sex-based discrimination.
201.

Pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 1681(a), “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the

basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance…”
202.

Plaintiffs are “persons” protected under Title IX.

203.

At all times relevant to this complaint, the University Defendants received federal

financial assistance for their programs and activities, and thus were governed and required to abide
by the requisites of Title IX.
204.

Pursuant to Title IX, the University Defendants were required to investigate

allegations of sexual assault, sexual abuse, and sexual harassment.
205.

Title IX covers all programs and activities, and extends to sexual harassment and

assault by employees, students, and third parties.
206.

As set forth herein, because of the failures of the University Defendants, Victor

Silva was empowered, and enabled to launch a campaign of sexual harassment, assault, and
intimidation of multiple women that spanned multiple years over several Louisiana college
campuses and into the State of Arkansas.
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207.

When faced with allegations about Silva that should have compelled investigative

and corrective action, each of the University Defendants failed to initiate appropriate action, and
instead insulated and protected the assailant from harm as opposed to his victims.
208.

The failures, acts, and omissions of the University Defendants, including, without

limitation failing to investigate allegations of sexual assault, and misconduct; failing to report
allegations of sexual assault and misconduct; and declining to appropriately address allegations of
sexual assault and misconduct by affirmatively declining to open an investigation, created,
fostered, and contributed to a system-wide failure where a known predator was allowed to
matriculate on multiple campuses undetected, and was therein allowed to expand the scope of his
predatory campaign.
209.

At the same time that Victor Silva was victimizing women on the University

Defendants’ campuses, these same entities knew of their obligations under Title IX and were
publicly, by and through their own failures and silence, holding themselves out as compliant with
Title IX by publicly presenting themselves as:
a.

Having rigorous and public nondiscrimination and anti-harassment policies;

b.

Maintaining robust grievance procedures designed to guide victims through

the process and ensure prompt and minimally adequate investigation into reports of
sexual assault and misconduct;
c.

Coordinating with local law enforcement;

d.

Coordinating amongst post-secondary institutions;

e.

Requiring mandatory Title IX training for faculty and employees;

f.

Making information about Title IX and the University Defendants’ Title IX

responsibilities publicly available for students; and
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g.

Regularly reviewing Title IX policies and procedure and implementation of

same.
210.

In addition, at the same time that Victor Silva was victimizing women on the

University Defendants’ campuses, these same entities knew that they were obligated by state law,
Act 172 to cooperation amongst each other and with law enforcement to mitigate and prevent the
very conduct they allowed – to prevent known sexual abusers from transferring among various
Universities without detection.
211.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ acts and omissions, Plaintiffs have

sustained injuries and damages, including, but not limited to, physical and emotional injuries; loss
of their fundamental constitutional rights; economic loss; mental and emotional distress, including
anxiety, mental anguish, humiliation, and embarrassment; educational loss; economic loss;
psychological damage; and loss of the ordinary pleasures of everyday life.
212.

Plaintiffs therefore seek a judgment for damages directly and proximately resulting

from the conduct set forth herein, and for such additional damages as this court may determine.
COUNT II: VIOLATION OF TITLE IX, 20 U.S.C. § 1681(a)
Deliberate Indifference
Against Defendants Board of Regents, LSU Board of Supervisors,
and the Board of Supervisors
213.

Plaintiffs reallege the preceding paragraphs as though repeated verbatim herein.

214.

At all times relevant to this complaint, the University Defendants were required to

provide victims with access to appropriate officials and channels to report sexual assault and
misconduct and were further required to conduct adequate investigations into claims of sexual
misconduct.
215.

Moreover, pursuant to the University Defendants’ own policies and procedures, the

Individual Defendants were required to safeguard against sexual misconduct and assault on their
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respective campuses and were further responsible for communicating with each other to prevent
against a potential sexual assailant from transferring undetected among their campuses.
216.

As set forth herein, at all times relevant to this complaint, the University Defendants

failed to provide Plaintiffs with adequate access to reporting mechanisms; failed to investigate and
properly address actual reports of sexual misconduct and assault; and failed to communicate with
each other about a potential sexual assailant, who was therefore empowered to move within and
among the Individual Defendants’ campuses and victimize more people. In fact, as it relates to at
least one Plaintiff who reported Victor Silva to the Title IX Office at LSU, she was later informed
that no investigation would go forward and was forced to leave the campus due to a severe decline
in her academic performance following her sexual assault.
217.

Had the University Defendants appropriately enacted and implemented the Title IX

and Act 172 policies and procedures to which they paid lip service, including implementing
appropriate judicial processes, Victor Silva’s conduct would not have been permitted to go
unsanctioned, and would not have been perpetuated across multiple campuses and into another
state over more than six years, and involving numerous victims.
218.

As previously set forth, the University Defendants had knowledge of Victor Silva’s

misconduct, or operated with a reckless disregard for Victor Silva’s misconduct, including nonconsensual touching, fondling, vaginal penetration, stalking, and other bodily harm caused to
Plaintiffs.
219.

This

misconduct,

including

non-consensual

touching,

fondling,

vaginal

penetration, and stalking constitute discrimination under Title IX.
220.

The University Defendants exercised control over Victor Silva and his access to

victims through his enrollment with each of the University Defendants.
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221.

The University Defendants received reports throughout Silva’s tenure as a student

of his sexual misconduct, and purposefully and consciously declined to investigate this
misconduct, coordinate with other institutions related to this misconduct, or to otherwise hold Silva
accountable for this misconduct, such that he was allowed to perpetuate his campaign of sexual
abuse for years.
222.

The University Defendants failed to carry out their duties to investigate and take

corrective action under Title IX following reports that Victor Silva was responsible for sexual
assault and/or misconduct on the University Defendants’ campuses.
223.

Similarly, the University Defendants, as the ultimate entities with control over the

conduct of their campuses, failed to take any action to ensure appropriate enforcement of Title IX
requirements during the operative timeframe.
224.

The University Defendants, individually and collectively, acted with deliberate

indifference to known acts of sexual assault, abuse, and misconduct on the University Defendants’
campuses, and involving students enrolled with each of the University Defendants in one or more
of the following particulars:
a. Failing to report sexual assault to the appropriate law enforcement entities;
b. Failing to investigate Plaintiffs’ reports of sexual assault and/or misconduct;
c. Failing to address Plaintiffs’ reports of sexual assault and/or misconduct;
d. Failing to take corrective measures against a perpetrator of sexual assault and/or
misconduct;
e. Failing to coordinate amongst the University Defendants related to a potential
assailant;
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f. Engaging in systemic pressure and creating a hostile environment for Plaintiffs
after they came forward with information about sexual misconduct against
them;
g. Failing to create safeguards to prevent sexual misconduct, to address sexual
misconduct, and to prohibit the knowing transfer among universities of a sexual
assailant;
h. Failing to exercise appropriate supervisory control related to implementation of
Title IX preventative and corrective measures on the University Defendants’
campuses;
i. Such additional particulars as may be revealed through discovery of this matter.
225.

The conduct set forth herein amounts to deliberate indifference as to the right of

Plaintiffs to educational access and opportunities.
226.

The failures set forth herein directly and proximately resulted in harm to the

Plaintiffs either through failing to investigate and correct sexual misconduct, allowing the
continued perpetuation of sexual misconduct, or systemically pushing Plaintiffs’ out of the
University Defendants’ system, while consciously protecting their assailant.
227.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ acts and omissions, Plaintiffs have

sustained injuries and damages, including, but not limited to, physical and emotional injuries; loss
of their fundamental constitutional rights; economic loss; mental and emotional distress, including
anxiety, mental anguish, humiliation, and embarrassment; educational loss; economic loss;
psychological damage; and loss of the ordinary pleasures of everyday life.
228.

Plaintiffs therefore seek a judgment for damages directly and proximately resulting

from the conduct set forth herein, and for such additional damages as this court may determine.
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COUNT III: VIOLATION OF TITLE IX, 20 U.S.C. § 1681(a)
Hostile Environment
Against Defendants Board of Regents, LSU Board of Supervisors,
and the Board of Supervisors
229.

Plaintiffs reallege the preceding paragraphs as though repeated verbatim herein.

230.

Plaintiffs allege violations of Title IX against the University Defendants due to their

cultivation and perpetuation of a sexually hostile environment.
231.

The University Defendants operate programs in receipt of federal funds and are

thus covered by Title IX’s prohibition on sex-based discrimination.
232.

As female students seeking equal access to educational opportunities and benefits

at the University Defendants’ educational institutions, Plaintiffs were members of a protected class
covered by Title IX.
233.

The conduct described previously in this Complaint, perpetuated by the University

Defendants’ employees, created an abusive and sexually hostile educational environment on the
University Defendants’ campuses that impeded and effectively denied Plaintiffs’ equal access to
educational opportunities and benefits.
234.

The ongoing sexual and physical assaults, harassment, abuse, and stalking the

Plaintiffs experienced, and the subsequent Title IX failures by the University Defendants, were so
severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that Plaintiffs were denied equal access to the
University Defendants’ educational opportunities and benefits.
235.

The University Defendants are liable for the abusive and hostile educational

environment on campus because they had actual knowledge of the Plaintiffs’ abuser’s acts of sexbased discrimination against female students but allowed him to continue to have unfettered access
to these students, including Plaintiffs.
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236.

The University Defendants are also liable for their failure to remedy the hostile

educational environment experienced by Plaintiffs by failing to offer appropriate interim measures
and accommodations that could have provided equal access to educational opportunities and
benefits and failing to remedy known sexually hostile environments.
237.

As a direct and proximate result of the University Defendants’ acts and omissions,

Plaintiffs have sustained injuries and damages, including, but not limited to, physical and
emotional injuries; loss of their fundamental constitutional rights; economic loss; mental and
emotional distress, including anxiety, mental anguish, humiliation, and embarrassment;
educational loss; economic loss; psychological damage; and loss of the ordinary pleasures of
everyday life.
238.

Plaintiffs therefore seek a judgment for damages directly and proximately resulting

from the conduct set forth herein, and for such additional damages as this court may determine.
COUNT IV: VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983 AND THE 14TH AMENDMENT
SUBSTANTIVE AND PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS
Against Individual Defendants Savoie, Guice,
Alexander, Galligan, and Tate
239.

Plaintiffs reallege the preceding paragraphs as though repeated verbatim herein.

240.

Plaintiffs allege violations of 42 U.S.C. § 1983 against Defendants Savoie, Guice,

Alexander, Galligan, and Tate in their individual capacities due to deprivation of their property
and liberty interests without adequate notice or a meaningful opportunity to be heard in violation
of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
241.

All Defendants are state actors and at all relevant times were acting under color of

law.
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242.

The 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution, enforceable pursuant to 42

U.S.C. § 1983, provides that no state shall “deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law . . ..” U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
243.

At all times relevant to this complaint, the 14th Amendment of the United States

Constitutions has protected an individual’s right to be free from governmental action that “shocks
the conscious” and deprives a person of judicial protection to redress wrongful governmental
conduct.
244.

In addition, the 14th Amendment protects an individual’s right to security and safety

in their bodily integrity.
245.

The 14th Amendment also operates to prevent a person from enduring bodily harm

imposed by governmental entities, and from being foreclosed against seeking redress for that harm.
246.

As university presidents, Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate

were responsible for oversight of their universities and ensuring that the University Defendants’
institutions complied with their legal obligations.
247.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander,

Galligan, and Tate had a duty to prevent sexual assault and/or misconduct on their campuses, as
well as among and by their students and employees.
248.

At all times relevant to this complaint, the University Defendants had policies in

place related to the prevention, detection, and correction of sexual assault and misconduct, and
Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate, as the highest-ranking members of each
of these entities, were responsible for enforcement of these policies and procedures. The failure of
Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate regarding these policies and procedures
amounts to deliberate indifference and the complete absence of care.
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249.

Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate’s failure to comply with

the administrative requirements of Title IX and their own Title IX policies deprived Plaintiffs of
their substantive due process rights to liberty, property, and bodily integrity.
250.

Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate’s failure to comply with

the administrative requirements of Title IX and their institutions’ own Title IX policies deprived
Plaintiffs of their procedural due process right to be heard prior to deprivation of their rights to
liberty, property, and bodily integrity.
251.

Reasonable officials in Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate’s

positions would have known of Plaintiffs’ right to due process under the law.
252.

Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate, knew or should have

known of a predator moving amongst their midst or the impetus behind the constitutional
deprivations suffered by the Plaintiffs, based upon Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan,
and Tate’s failures to train, report, supervise, investigate, coordinate, notify law enforcement, or
otherwise act in response to reports of Silva’s conduct.
253.

Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate’s actions violated clearly

established Constitutional law; thus, they are not entitled to qualified immunity. 16
254.

Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate’s failures have created

an unknown number of victims of sexual assault perpetrated by Victor Silva.
255.

These failures and the harm shock the conscience.

256.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan,

and Tate’s acts and omissions, Plaintiffs have sustained injuries and damages, including, but not
limited to, physical and emotional injuries, loss of their fundamental constitutional rights,

16

Pearson v. Callahan, 555 U.S. 223, 231 (2009).
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economic loss, mental and emotional distress, including anxiety, mental anguish, humiliation, and
embarrassment, educational loss, economic loss, psychological damage, and loss of the ordinary
pleasures of everyday life.
257.

As such, Defendants Savoie, Guice, Alexander, Galligan, and Tate are liable to

Plaintiffs for deprivations of Plaintiffs’ Constitutional rights to due process and bodily integrity.
COUNT V: VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983
STATE CREATED DANGER
Against Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, Glover,
and John/Jane Doe Chiefs
258.

Plaintiffs reallege the preceding paragraphs as though repeated verbatim herein.

259.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendants Glover and John/Jane Doe

Chiefs were the Chiefs of Police (“Defendant Chiefs”) for Lafayette Police Department, a
municipal organization within Defendant Lafayette Consolidated Government, and the highestranking officer of the Department, acting under color of state law.
260.

Under the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution, at all times relevant

to this complaint, Plaintiffs had a substantive right to be free from the risk of serious bodily injury
or harm created by or increased by an affirmative act of the State.
261.

Pursuant to the 14th Amendment, the state is precluded not only from inflicting

harm itself, but also from taking affirmative acts that directly increase the likelihood of harm
perpetuated by third parties.
262.

As set forth herein, and with respect to the harm perpetuated upon Plaintiffs,

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs created and
increased the likelihood of harm to each of the Plaintiffs by failing to appropriately investigate a
potential serial sexual offender who was enrolled as a student at the University Defendants’
institutions.
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263.

More specifically, Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and

Defendant Chiefs failed in numerous particulars, including, without limitation:
a. On multiple occasions, halting and/or deciding against pursuing an
investigation into allegations of sexual misconduct against Victor Silva;
b. Allowing Victor Silva to avoid criminal charges when Silva was engaged in
blackmailing a woman through the threat of disclosing nude photographs of her;
c. Failing to abide by their affirmative obligations under Memoranda of
Understanding with the University Defendants, overseen by the Individual
Defendants; and
d. Concealing knowledge about Victor Silva’s sexual misconduct.
264.

These affirmative acts created and/or increased the risk that Plaintiffs would be

exposed to sexual violence at the hands of Victor Silva.
265.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs

created a special danger to Plaintiffs by placing Plaintiffs at an increased risk for the exact harm
that was eventually perpetrated against them.
266.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs knew

or should have known that their conduct would place Plaintiffs, and those similarly situated at an
increased risk of harm. Specifically, Victor Silva had a known proclivity for taking advantage of
women, particularly women who had consumed alcohol, and further that Silva was known for
repeatedly forcing himself on women sexually without their consent.
267.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs

objectively acted in a manner to permit, condone, and promote Silva’s access to more victims.
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268.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants Lafayette Consolidated

Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs’ acts and omissions, Plaintiffs have sustained injuries
and damages, including, but not limited to, physical and emotional injuries; loss of their
fundamental constitutional rights; economic loss; mental and emotional distress, including anxiety,
mental anguish, humiliation, and embarrassment; educational loss; economic loss; psychological
damage; loss of the ordinary pleasures of everyday life; and were so egregious so as to shock the
conscience.
269.

As such, Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant

Chiefs are liable to Plaintiffs for deprivations of Plaintiffs’ Constitutional right to be free from
state-sponsored bodily harm.
COUNT VI: VIOLATION OF 42 U.S.C. § 1983
FAILURE TO TRAIN AND SUPERVISE
Against Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, Glover,
and John/Jane Doe Chiefs
270.

Plaintiffs reallege the preceding paragraphs as though repeated verbatim herein.

271.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendants Glover and John/Jane Doe

Chiefs were the Chiefs of Police for Lafayette Police Department, a municipal organization within
Defendant Lafayette Consolidated Government, and the highest-ranking officer of the Department,
acting under color of state law.
272.

At all times relevant, Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and

Defendant Chiefs had a duty to properly train, supervise, and discipline their employees and agents
to ensure those employees’ compliance with all applicable statutes, laws, and regulations.
273.

Under the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution, at all times relevant

to this complaint, Plaintiffs had a substantive right to be free from the risk of serious bodily injury
or harm created by or increased by an affirmative act of the State.
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274.

Pursuant to the 14th Amendment, the state is precluded not only from inflicting

harm itself, but also from taking affirmative acts that directly increase the likelihood of harm
perpetuated by third parties.
275.

As set forth herein, and with respect to the harm perpetuated upon Plaintiffs,

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs created and
increased the likelihood of harm to each of the Plaintiffs by failing to appropriately investigate a
potential serial sexual offender who was enrolled as a student of the University Defendants’
institutions.
276.

More specifically, Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and

Defendant Chiefs failed in numerous particulars, including, without limitation:
a. On multiple occasions halting and/or deciding against pursuing an investigation
into allegations of sexual misconduct against Victor Silva;
b. Allowing Victor Silva to avoid criminal charges when Silva was engaged in
blackmailing a woman through the threat of disclosing nude photographs of her;
c. Failing to abide by their affirmative obligations under Memoranda of
Understanding with the University Defendants, overseen by the Individual
Defendants; and
d. Concealing knowledge about Victor Silva’s sexual misconduct.
277.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs’

affirmative acts created and/or increased the risk that Plaintiffs would be exposed to sexual
violence at the hands of Victor Silva.
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278.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs’

conduct created a special danger to Plaintiffs by placing Plaintiffs at an increased risk for the exact
harm that was eventually perpetrated against them.
279.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs knew

or should have known that their conduct would place Plaintiffs, and those similarly situated at an
increased risk of harm. Specifically, Victor Silva had a known proclivity for taking advantage of
women, particularly women who had consumed alcohol, and further that Silva was known for
repeatedly forcing himself on women without their consent.
280.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs

objectively acted in a manner to permit, condone, and promote Silva’s access to more victims.
281.

Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD, and Defendant Chiefs’

actions, which enabled Victor Silva to continue this campaign of sexual assault across multiple
college campuses, caused Plaintiffs serious and devastating violations of their bodily integrity;
significant and permanent bodily, emotional, and financial harm; and were so egregious as to shock
the conscience.
282.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants Lafayette Consolidated

Government, LPD, Glover, and Defendant Chiefs’ and omissions, Plaintiffs have sustained injuries
and damages, including, but not limited to, physical and emotional injuries; loss of their
fundamental constitutional rights; economic loss; mental and emotional distress, including anxiety,
mental anguish, humiliation, and embarrassment; educational loss; economic loss; psychological
damage; and loss of the ordinary pleasures of everyday life.
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283.

As such, Defendants Lafayette Consolidated Government, LPD and Defendant

Chiefs are liable to Plaintiffs for deprivations of Plaintiffs’ Constitutional rights to be free from
state-sponsored bodily harm.
JURY TRIAL DEMAND
284.

Pursuant to the factual allegations and causes of action set forth herein, Plaintiffs

demand a jury trial.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against Defendants, in their collective and/or
individual capacities, and jointly and/or severally, and further pray for an award of damages
including all such compensatory and/or consequential damages in an amount to be determined at
trial, as well as for an award of attorney’s fees and reasonable costs and for such other relief in law
or equity as this Court deems proper.
Respectfully this 13th day of July, 2022.
DORAN & CAWTHORNE, P.L.L.C.
s/ Pride J. Doran
Pride J. Doran, #25035
Nahshon J. Route, #37848
521 E. Landry Street (70570)
Post Office Box 2119
Opelousas, Louisiana 70571
Phone: (337) 948-8008
Fax: (337) 948-0098
Email: pride@doranlawfirm.com
nahshon@doranlawfirm.com
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Bakari T. Sellers (Fed.Id.No.11099)
Jessica L. Fickling (Fed.Id.No. 11403)
STROM LAW FIRM, LLC
6923 N. Trenholm Road, Ste. 200
Columbia, SC 29206
Telephone: (803) 252-4800
Facsimile: (803) 252-4801
Email: bsellers@stromlaw.com
jfickling@stromlaw.com
* Pro Hac Vice Forthcoming
Elizabeth K. Abdnour
ELIZABETH ABDNOUR LAW, PLLC
1100 W. Saginaw St., Ste. 4A-2
Lansing, MI 48915
Telephone: (517) 292-0067
Fax: (517) 292-0067
Email: elizabeth@abdnour.com
*Pro Hac Vice Forthcoming
Karen Truszkowski
TEMPERANCE LEGAL GROUP, PLLC
503 Mall Court #131
Lansing, MI 48912
Telephone: (844) 534-2560
Fax: (800) 521-6527
Email: karen@temperancelegalgroup.com
*Pro Hac Vice Forthcoming
Counsel for Plaintiffs
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March 23, 2021
Dear Chairmen Carter, Dampf, Price and Rutledge:
The Louisiana Board of Regents (“BOR”) is deeply committed to working with Louisiana’s institutions to
implement policies which mandate the provision for all of our students of a safe learning environment that is free from
sexual misconduct, as provided in Title IX of Education Amendments of 1972 (“Title IX”) and the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (“Clery Act”) along with their implementing
regulations and other applicable laws. As you know, this challenge is not unique to Louisiana. As a 2019 survey by The
Association of American Universities (AAU) indicates, there is a 13% rate of non-consensual sexual contact in higher
education institutions.
To aid in accomplishing this mandate, Executive Order No. BJ 2014-14 was issued in 2014, and the state’s
legislature enacted Act 172—the “Campus Accountability and Safety Act”—during its 2015 Regular Session. To
further support the state’s efforts to prevent sexual misconduct on higher education campuses, the BOR, working
directly with the management boards, adopted its Uniform Policy on Sexual Misconduct (“Policy”) on February 23,
2015. The BOR’s Policy is applicable to all Louisiana public postsecondary education institutions and, since its
enactment, has been amended in accordance with state laws, Title IX, and the Clery Act.
As you know, on March 10, 2021, the members of the Louisiana Legislative Women’s Caucus joined the
meeting of the Senate Select Committee on Women and Children to receive responses from all public university
systems in Louisiana regarding the handling of sexual misconduct cases on their campuses and university policies
governing such incidents. Louisiana’s Higher Education Commissioner Kim Hunter Reed joined your presidents in
hearing the testimonies of women who came forward to discuss their experiences with sexual misconduct on campus,
including their issues in receiving due process and support services from their institutions.
More needs to be done to protect students enrolled in Louisiana’s postsecondary institutions from sexual
misconduct. Specifically, we all must ensure enforcement of all sexual misconduct and related policies, implement
sexual misconduct and prevention programs, and provide support services for students who raise allegations of sexual
misconduct. While the BOR is committed to developing comprehensive policies, we must also ensure consistent and
strong implementation, which is the critical responsibility of the management boards. As the state’s higher education
coordinating agency, the BOR stands prepared to assist our state’s institutions in this endeavor. Accordingly, we submit
the following inquiries to each system’s management boards, based on the March 10th meeting:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Share your system’s sexual misconduct policies (you may provide a website link in lieu of hard copies);.
For each of your system’s institutions, list the sexual assault prevention and awareness programs, including the
date(s) of the provision of such programs.
For each institution, disclose all points of contact for reporting sexual harassment and sexual assault, including
any websites, phone numbers, and locations for reporting.
Describe each institution’s Title IX office(s), including staffing and location.
Confirm that any and all employment contracts, including agreements with any and all contractors, include a
morality clause.
The BOR uniform policy requires a minimum of two confidential advisors per campus. Disclose the number of
confidential advisors designated by each of your system’s institutions and the most recent date that each of the
designated confidential advisors have completed their mandatory training.
List all support services provided by your institutions to sexual assault complainants, indicating the locations at
which this information is accessible to all students.
Disclose any policies related to protecting complainants from penalties arising from dormitory or campus
The Board of Regents is an Equal Opportunity and ADA Employer
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

residential lease cancellation.
Confirm that each institution in your system has entered into a written memorandum of understanding with law
enforcement and criminal justice agencies in the parish(es) in which it is located. Specify the most recent
date(s) such MOUs have been updated.
Disclose any and all sexual harassment and assault policies specific to the athletics departments of each
institution in your system (you may provide a website link in lieu of hard copies).
Disclose your system’s policies concerning the holding of transcripts and accompanying transfer of any student
who is the subject of a potential Title IX violation or pending hearing (you may provide a website link in lieu
of hard copies).
Disclose any and all policies concerning the intersection of hazing and Title IX (you may provide a website
link in lieu of hard copies).
Confirm that each institution in your system has established a task force to address sexual misconduct and
furnish meeting dates, from 2018 to the present, of such a task force.

The foregoing inquiries all speak to the need for transparency and accountability concerning reporting,
addressing, and prevention of sexual misconduct on campus. Your response should be forwarded to the BOR by April
9, 2021. We appreciate your assistance with these requests, and look forward to working with each of the systems’
higher education management boards to support our students.

Sincerely,

Blake R. David, Chair
Louisiana Board of Regents

Kim Hunter Reed, Ph.D.
Commissioner of Higher Education
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I. PURPOSE AND COMMITMENT
This Permanent Memorandum outlines the procedures for addressing and resolving
allegations of power-based violence including sex- and gender-based harassment and
discrimination, and Sexual Misconduct (e.g. sexual assault, stalking, dating violence,
domestic violence, sexual exploitation, retaliation, etc.). Such procedures are required
and governed by (1) Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 which prohibits sex
discrimination in any education program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance, (2) Act 472 of the 2021 Regular Legislative Session of the Louisiana
Legislature, and (3) the Board of Regents Uniform Policy on Power-Based Violence.
LSU’s Title IX Coordinator1 is responsible for administering this policy at all University
locations.
Power-based violence, and sex- and gender-based harassment and discrimination,
including Sexual Misconduct, violate an individual’s fundamental rights and personal
dignity and will not be tolerated. .LSU prohibits and is committed to an environment free
of discrimination on the basis of sex, gender, and Sexual Misconduct. This policy
affirms these principles and provides recourse for individuals whose rights have been
violated.
LSU will affirmatively promote prevention, awareness and training programs to encourage
individuals to report concerns or complaints. Everyone has a responsibility to prevent and
report acts of prohibited conduct. Any LSU employee who has knowledge of sex- and
gender-based harassment and discrimination, including Sexual Misconduct, must file a
report with the Title IX Coordinator2.
LSU will take prompt, thorough, and impartial action to discipline those who violate this
policy, prevent recurrence of prohibited behavior, and effect equitable remedies.
II. NONDISCRIMINATION NOTICE
LSU is committed to creating an environment of inclusion and respect among students,
faculty, staff and the community at large. LSU does not discriminate on the basis of race,
creed, color, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression,
religion, sex, national or ethnic origin, age, disability, genetic information, veteran's status,
or any other status or organization protected by state or federal law, in its programs and
activities. This includes all aspects of LSU’s education programs and activities, including
admission and employment. The entire LSU community is responsible for fostering a
welcome environment conducive to learning and working.
1 The

term “LSU Title IX Coordinator” refers to the LSU A&M Coordinator, who also serves as the System
Coordinator.
2
The term “Title IX Coordinator” refers to either the LSU Title IX Coordinator, the respective Title IX Campus
Coordinator, or their designee.
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Inquiries regarding the non-discrimination policy should be directed to the individual or
individuals designated in each campus’s applicable policy. Inquiries about the application
of Title IX or this policy may be directed to the Title IX Coordinator. Inquiries or concerns
regarding Title IX may also be made to the U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil
Rights; Dallas office, OCR.Dallas@ed.gov, (214) 661-9600.
This Permanent Memorandum applies to incidents of power-based violence including
harassment and discrimination on the basis of sex, gender, gender identity, gender
expression, and sexual orientation.
III. DEFINITIONS
A. GENERAL DEFINITIONS
Actual Knowledge: Any reasonable information of sex- and gender-based
harassment and discrimination, including Sexual Misconduct or allegations of such
provided to a Title IX Coordinator, Deputy Coordinator, or any other Mandatory
Reporter. Actual Knowledge would also include personal observation by any
employee of such conduct.
Administrative Resolution: A process by which allegations and evidence are
presented to a Decision-Maker for determination as to whether a Respondent is
responsible for a violation of this policy. Administrative Resolution is not used in
cases where the allegation could violate Title IX, or where probable cause
indicates that the Respondent found in violation faces suspension or expulsion
from LSU, or termination of employment.
Advisor: May be any person not otherwise a party or witness to the case, selected
by a party or appointed by LSU to accompany the party to meetings related to the
Resolution Process, to advise the party on that process, and to conduct
questioning for the party at the Hearing, if any. The Advisor may, but is not
required to, be an attorney. Participation shall be limited as stated herein.
Confidential Resource: Those deemed confidential by law or professional ethics,
or individuals explicitly selected, trained, and designated by LSU to provide
confidential support to students and employees for concerns arising under this
policy. Confidential Resources may also help facilitate supportive measures and
assist with reporting to Title IX and/or law enforcement, if desired by the
Complainant.
Complainant: An individual who is alleged to be the victim of conduct that could
constitute power-based violence, or sex- or gender-based harassment or
discrimination under this policy.
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Decision-Maker: A trained individual who reviews all relevant and directly related
evidence including the investigation report and makes a decision regarding
responsibility based on preponderance of the evidence as well as any applicable
sanctions. A Decision-Maker is used during the Administrative Resolution Process.
Determination Letter: A letter provided by the Hearing Panel to the parties and
their Advisors at the conclusion of the Formal Resolution Process. This letter
summarizes the allegations and applicable policies, the investigation, and the
findings and sanctions of the panel.
Formal Complaint: A document filed by a Complainant or signed by the Title IX
Coordinator alleging sex- or gender-based harassment or discrimination (including
Sexual Misconduct) against one or more Respondents, and requesting LSU to
investigate the allegation.
Formal Resolution: A process by which allegations and evidence are presented in
a live hearing to a Hearing Panel for determination as to whether a Respondent is
responsible for a violation of this policy.
Hearing Panel: A body of three trained individuals assembled to hear testimony
and weigh evidence resulting in a decision regarding responsibility based on the
preponderance of the evidence.
Incident Report: Initial report alleging sex- or gender-based harassment or
discrimination. An Incident Report does not, by itself, trigger an investigation.
Informal Resolution: A process whereby the parties voluntarily work with a
professional to reach a mutually agreeable resolution of the complaint.
Interim Measures: Remedial measures taken to help deescalate and offer a shortterm temporary resolution during the pendency of a resolution under this policy.
Mandatory Reporter: Any employee given the duty of reporting actual notice of
incidents of sexual violence or any other misconduct prohibited by this policy. All
LSU employees including Graduate Assistants are considered Mandatory
Reporters (also referred to as “responsible employees”) with a few notable
exceptions which are identified in this policy.
Notice: A report of sex- or gender-based discrimination or harassment, including
Sexual Misconduct, made to the Title IX Coordinator, Deputy Coordinator or any
Mandatory Reporter.
Resolution Process Pool: A pool of trained LSU officials who can serve in any of
the following roles at the direction of a Title IX Coordinator: Hearing Panelist,
Hearing Panel Chair, Appeals Reviewer, or as Advisor for the Complainant or the
Respondent. Pool members cannot serve in more than one role for a given case.
5
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Respondent: A person alleged to have engaged in actions that could constitute
power-based violence, or sex- or gender-based harassment or discrimination,
including Sexual Misconduct,under this policy.
Title IX Coordinator: Individual designated by the University to be responsible for
responding to all complaints of possible sex- or gender-based harassment or
discrimination and to coordinate appropriate responses to such complaints. All
references to Title IX Coordinator in this document include Title IX Coordinator or
designee.
B. POLICY DEFINITIONS
Coercion: The use of unreasonable express or implied threats, intimidation, or
physical force placing an individual in fear of immediate harm or physical injury or
causes a person to engage in unwelcome sexual activity. Coercion may include
administering a drug, intoxicant or other substance with the intent to incapacitate
prior to engaging in sexual activity.
Consent: Clear, knowing, and voluntary permission demonstrated through
mutually understandable words or actions clearly indicating willingness to engage
in a specific sexual activity and any conditions on the activity. It is active, not
passive; and silence, absent actions evidencing permission, is not consent.
Responsibility for obtaining consent lies with the individual initiating the sexual
activity.
Consent to engage in sexual activity may be withdrawn by any person at any time,
as long as the withdrawal is reasonably and clearly communicated. Once
withdrawal of consent is expressed, the sexual activity must immediately cease.
Consent is automatically withdrawn by a person who, during the activity, becomes
incapacitated. A current or previous consensual intimate relationship between the
parties does not itself imply consent or preclude a finding of responsibility.
To give consent, a person must be of legal age. Consent cannot be obtained
through coercion, fraud, or from a person whom the alleged offender knows or
should reasonably know is incapacitated. Use of alcohol or drugs does not
diminish the responsibility to obtain consent.
Dating Violence: Violence, when on the basis of sex or gender, committed by a
person who is or has been in a social relationship of a romantic or intimate nature
with the Complainant. The existence of such a relationship shall be determined
based on the Complainant’s statement and with consideration of the length of the
relationship, the type of relationship and the frequency of interaction between the
persons involved in the relationship. For the purposes of this definition, Dating
Violence includes, but is not limited to, sexual or physical abuse or threat of such
abuse. Dating Violence does not include acts covered under the definition of
Domestic Violence.
6
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Domestic Violence: A felony or misdemeanor crime of violence, when on the basis
of sex or gender, committed by a current or former spouse or intimate partner of the
Complainant; a person with whom the Complainant shares a child incommon; a
person who is cohabitating with, or has cohabitated with, the Complainant as a
spouse or intimate partner; a person similarly situated to a spouse of the
Complainant under the domestic or family violence laws of Louisiana; or by any
other person against an adult or youth who is protected from that person’s acts
under the domestic abuse or family violence laws of Louisiana.
*To categorize an incident as Domestic Violence, the relationship between the
parties must be more than people living together as roommates. The people
cohabitating must be current or former spouses or have an intimate relationship.
Hazing: Acts likely to cause physical or psychological harm or social ostracism to
any person within the LSU community when related to the admission, initiation,
pledging, joining, or any other group-affiliation activity. Hazing falls under this
policy when based either in whole or in-part on sex- or gender-based harassment
and discrimination.
Hostile Environment Harassment: Unwelcome conduct, determined by a
reasonable person, to be so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive, that it
effectively denies a person equal access to an education program or activity.
Incapacitation: An individual is considered to be incapacitated if, by reason of
mental or physical condition, the individual is manifestly unable to make a knowing
and deliberate choice to engage in sexual activity. Being drunk or intoxicated can
lead to incapacitation; however, drunkenness or intoxication is not necessarily the
same as incapacitation. Incapacitation is a state beyond drunkenness or
intoxication. Individuals who are asleep, unresponsive, or unconscious are
incapacitated. Other indicators that an individual may be incapacitated include, but
are not limited to, inability to communicate coherently, inability to dress/undress
without assistance, inability to walk or stand without assistance, slurred speech,
loss of coordination, vomiting, or inability to perform other physical or cognitive
tasks without assistance.
Intimidation: Implied threats or acts that cause an unreasonable fear of harm in
another.
Power-based Violence: Any form of interpersonal violence intended to control or
intimidate another person through the assertion of power of the person, including
but not limited to dating violence, domestic violence, sexual assault, sexual
harassment, and stalking. Violations categorized as power-based violence are
further described in the Louisiana Board of Regents Policy on Power-Based
Violence/Sexual Misconduct.
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Quid Pro Quo Sexual Harassment: An employee conditioning the provision of
aid, benefit, or service on the Complainant’s participation in unwelcome sexual
conduct.
Retaliation: Any acts against an individual for the purpose of interfering with or
discouraging an individual from exercising a right or privilege under this policy.
Activities protected from retaliation include reporting or opposing sex- or genderbased harassment and discrimination; filing a Formal Complaint; and participation in
an investigation, process or Hearing, whether as a party, witness, Hearing Panel
member, appeals officer, or Advisor. Prohibited retaliatory acts include, but are not
limited to, intimidation, threats, coercion or discrimination.
Sex and Gender Discrimination: Behaviors and actions that deny or limit a
person’s ability to benefit from, and/or fully participate in the educational programs,
activities and services because of a person’s actual or perceived sex or gender.
Sexual Assault: Sexual contact or penetration without consent
a. Sex Offenses, Forcible: Any sexual act directed against another
person, without the consent of the Complainant including instances
where the Complainant is incapable of giving consent.
i.
Forcible Rape: Penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or
anus with any body part or object, or oral penetration by a sex
organ of another person, without the consent of the Complainant.
ii.
Forcible Sodomy: Oral or anal sexual intercourse with another
person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will, or not forcibly or
against the person’s will (non-consensually) in instances where
the Complainant is incapable of giving consent because of age or
because of temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.
iii.
Sexual Assault With An Object: To use an object or instrument
to penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the
body of another person, forcibly and/or against that person’s will,
or not forcibly or against the person’s will (non-consensually) in
instances where the Complainant is incapable of giving consent
because of age or because of temporary or permanent mental or
physical incapacity.
iv.
Forcible Fondling: The touching of the private body parts of
another person (buttocks, groin, breasts) for the purpose of
sexual gratification, forcibly and/or against that person’s will (nonconsensually), or not forcibly or against the person’s will in
instances where the Complainant is incapable of giving consent
because of age or because of temporary or permanent mental or
physical incapacity.
b. Sex Offenses, Non-forcible: Non-forcible sexual intercourse.
i.
Incest – Non-forcible sexual intercourse between persons who
are related to each other within the degrees wherein marriage is
prohibited by Louisiana law.
ii.
Statutory Rape – Non-forcible sexual intercourse with a person
8
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who is under the statutory age of consent of Louisiana.
c. Sexual Assault also includes sexual battery as defined in La. R.S.
14:43.1.
Sexual Exploitation: An individual taking non-consensual or abusive sexual
advantage of another for their own benefit or for the benefit of anyone other
than the person being exploited, and that conduct does not otherwise constitute
sexualharassment under this policy. Examples of sexual exploitation include,
but are notlimited to, non-consensual observation of individuals who are
undressed or engaging in sexual acts, non-consensual audio- or videotaping of
sexual activity, prostituting another person, human trafficking, allowing others to
observe a personal consensual sexual act without the knowledge or consent of
all involvedparties, and knowingly exposing an individual to a sexually
transmitted infection without that individual’s knowledge.
Sexual Harassment: Conduct on the basis of sex or gender that satisfies one or
more of the following:
a. Quid pro Quo Harassment;
b. Hostile Environment Harassment; or
c. Retaliation.
Sexual Misconduct: A sexual act or contact of a sexual nature that occurs,
regardless of personal relationship, without the consent of the other person(s), or
that occurs when the person(s) is unable to give consent or whose consent is
coerced or obtained in a fraudulent manner. Examples include but are not limited
to threatening or causing physical harm; extreme verbal, emotional, or
psychological abuse; or other conduct which threatens or endangers the health or
safety of any parson. For the purpose of this Policy, Sexual Misconduct includes,
but is not limited to, sexual abuse, violence of a sexual nature, Sexual
Harassment, Sexual Assault, Sexual Exploitation, as well as Dating Violence,
Domestic Violence and Stalking when on the basis of sex or gender, as well as
crimes of a sexual nature as defined in Title 14 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes
or at La. R.S. 44:51.
Sexually-Oriented Criminal Offense: Any sexual assault offense as defined in
La. R.S. 44:51, and any sexual abuse offense as defined in La. R.S. 14:403.
Sexual Orientation Discrimination: Behaviors and actions that deny or limit a
person’s ability to benefit from, and/or fully participate in the educational programs,
activities, and services because of a person’s actual or perceived sexual
orientation.
Stalking: Engaging in a course of conduct directed at a specific person that would
cause a reasonable person to fear for the person’s safety or the safety of others or
suffer substantial emotional distress.
9
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For the purposes of this definition:
a. Course of conduct means two or more acts, including, but not limited to,
acts in which the stalker directly, indirectly, or through third parties, by
any action, method, device, or means, follows, monitors, observes,
surveils, threatens, or communicates to or about a person, or interferes
with a person’s property.
b. Reasonable person means a reasonable person under similar
circumstances and with similar identities to the Complainant.
Substantial emotional distress means significant mental suffering or
anguish that may but does not necessarily require medical or other
professional treatment or counseling.
c. Nothing in these definitions will be interpreted in a way that violates the
First Amendment rights of any individual.
IV. SCOPE OF POLICY
This policy applies to all members of the University community, including faculty, staff,
students, volunteers, organizations, and any other affiliate that participates in activities
associated with LSU.
Title IX law applies to educational institutions and specifically covers sexual misconduct
under a limited set of circumstances. Title IX has jurisdiction over conduct that occurs:
a. Where the Complainant is an LSU student, or an LSU employee acting
within their job responsibilities;
b. Where LSU exercised substantial control over the Respondent in the
context of where or how the alleged incident occurred;
c. In the course of LSU’s operations;
d. On an LSU campus or any other University owned, leased, controlled or
operated location;
e. Within the bounds of the United States; and
f. At any LSU sponsored event or organizational activity in the United States
whether on or off campus.
Sex- or gender-based harassment and discrimination have broad jurisdiction that includes
all Title IX allegations, but also many more allegations that involve possible sex- or
gender-based harassment or discrimination that do not rise to the level of a Title IX
violation. If the sex- or gender-based harassment or discrimination does not meet Title IX
jurisdictional requirements, then the allegation is “dismissed” as a Title IX case. The case
still may be considered for possible investigation and resolution under this policy or the
applicable student code of conduct, employee policies, or other relevant policy or
procedure. (i.e. non-sex or gender-based misconduct). Such cases include, but are not
limited to:
a. Sex- or gender-based harassment or discrimination that does not meet the
10
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required definitions under Title IX;
b. Off-campus or online conduct, social media or other electronic
media/communication where:
i. The University deems that the off-campus sexual misconduct
effectively deprives someone access to LSU’s educational programs
or employment;
ii. The Title IX Coordinator, in their discretion, exercises jurisdiction,
such as when the Sexual Misconduct may affect the safety or wellbeing of the LSU community
c. Instances of power-based violence that are independent of sexual
misconduct.
Further, even when the Respondent is not a member of the LSU community, supportivemeasures,
remedies, and resources may be available to the Complainant by contactingthe Title IX
Coordinator.

Students are responsible for their conduct from notice of admission through the awarding
of a degree or departure from the University. Employees are covered by this policy when
representing LSU (or deemed to be a representative of LSU) whether before, during, or
after work. This policy also applies to any person who is both a student and an employee
at LSU.
This policy may also address any alleged misconduct (e.g.: student code of conduct,
employee code of conduct, etc.) that is ancillary to or concurrent with alleged violations of
this policy. Officials in the Resolution Process may consult with relevant departments
(e.g.: HR, Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, etc.) regarding the ancillary or concurrent
misconduct to help ensure greater uniformity in addressing such conduct.
This policy is not intended to infringe on or restrict rights guaranteed by the United States
Constitution including free speech under the First Amendment, due processes clauses of
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments and the Fourth Amendment. Additionally, this
policy is not meant to inhibit or prohibit educational content or discussions inside or
outside of the classroom that include germane, but controversial or sensitive, subject
matter protected by academic freedom.
V. PROCEDURES
Addressing allegations of sex- or gender-based harassment and discrimination is a
necessarily detailed process committed to a fair and impartial resolution. In the sections
below, the process is largely outlined in chronological order of reporting, supportive
measures, investigating, options for resolution, and appeal. The LSU Title IX Coordinator
will aid in administering the process and serve as a consultant on cases involving PowerBased Violence and Sexual Misconduct on all LSU campuses. Individual campuses are
encouraged to adopt a PolicyStatement to support this Permanent Memorandum by
providing more explicit information at the local level.
11
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Amnesty Policy
LSU encourages reporting and seeks to remove barriers in reporting of power-based
violence and sex- or gender- based harassment or discrimination, including sexual
misconduct. A Complainant and/or witness who, in good faith, reports an alleged violation
of this policy and/or serves as a witness may not be disciplined by the institution in which
they are enrolled or employed for code of conduct violations reasonably related to the
incident, such as underage drinking or unauthorized use of facilities, provided such
violation did not place the health and safety of any other person at significant risk of
harm. Immunity does not apply to a person who perpetrates or assists in the perpetration
of the reported incident.
Retaliation
LSU expressly prohibits retaliation against an individual who reports incidents of powerbased violence, the parties involved, and their witnesses. Specifically, retaliation against
anyone who in good faith reports what they believe to be power-based violence,
cooperates with an investigation covered in this policy, or opposes conduct they believe
to violate this policy may be subject to disciplinary action. However, an individual who
reports retaliation but is identified as the perpetrator of, or having assisted in the
perpetration of, the power-based violence reported, will still be subjected to an
investigation and potential disciplinary action under this policy. Anyone who believes they
have been retaliated against should immediately report it to the Title IX Coordinator who
will treat it as an Incident Report.
LSU Title IX Coordinator and Title IX Campus Coordinators
The LSU Title IX Coordinator serves as the Title IX Campus Coordinator for the LSU A&M
campus and is responsible for administering this policy at all University locations. The
LSU Title IX Coordinator can be contacted at:
LSU Title IX Coordinator
118 Himes Hall
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
titleix@lsu.edu
Phone: 225-578-9000
Fax: 225-578-4442
Each campus has a designated Title IX Campus Coordinator who serves as the local
responder to complaints of power-based violence and Sexual Misconduct on individual
campuses and is responsiblefor managing intake, providing supportive measures,
convening Hearing Panels, and implementing sanctions. The Campus Coordinator works
closely with the LSU Title IX Coordinator throughout the investigation and resolution
processes. A listing of Title IX Campus Coordinators can be found here:
12
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https://www.lsu.edu/civil-rights/about/contact-us.php
A. REPORTING MISCONDUCT
1. Mandatory Reporting
All employees, with few exceptions, are required to report instances of sexor gender-based harassment and discrimination, including Sexual
Misconduct and Power-Based Violence (e.g. sexual assault, stalking, dating
violence, domestic violence, sexual exploitation, retaliation, etc.) for which
they are not the Complainant, but of which they are aware. The term
“employee” includes students working in a position such as a teaching
assistant or a residential advisor. An employee who fails to promptly make
the report without good cause or, with the intent to harm or deceive,
knowingly makes a report that is false, shall be terminated in accordance
with the institution’s disciplinary procedures.
Reports must be made to Title IX Coordinator. Incident Reports must
include the following information if known:
a. Identity of the alleged Complainant;
b. Identity of the alleged perpetrator;
c. Type of power-based violence or retaliation alleged to have been
committed;
d. Any other information about witnesses, location, date, and time that
the incident occurred; and
e. Any other relevant information
2. Reports to the Title IX Coordinator can be made in person, via phone,
online, or email. A link to each campus’ Title IX page may be found on
the LSU Title IX page at https://www.lsu.edu/titleix/
3. In the event that the incident is a safety threat to the individual or the
community, the report should be shared with a campus CARE team
and/or law enforcement as appropriate.
Anyone subjected to any type of power-based violence isencouraged to file
a complaint with the Title IX office. Any individual who has experienced any
form of power-based violence is also urged to utilize supportive measures
available through the University whether or not the person who caused the
harm is a University community member. Supportive measures are
available whetheror not a Formal Complaint is filed.

2. Limited Exceptions
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There are limited exceptions to the reporting requirement. These exceptions
represent LSU’s commitment to providing victims and survivors of powerbased trauma with confidential support and resources needed to address
their needs. Employees who do not have to report power-based trauma to
the Title IX Coordinator:
1. The following are confidential by reason of law:
a. Mental health counselors acting within the scope of their licensure
at the time of the report;
b. Staff operating in a Student Health Center capacity at the time of
the report;
c. Staff providing services through a psychological services or other
HIPAA protected center acting within the scope of their licensure
at the time of the report;
d. Clergy acting within the scope of their credentials at the time of
the report.
2. Campuses may designate others as Confidential Resources so long as
they receive annual training and are specifically listed on the campus’s
webpage.
Note, these confidential resources must still report non-identifiable data
consistentwith the Clery Act’s requirements.
3. The following are exceptions to the Mandatory Reporter reporting
requirement:
a. Information disclosed at public awareness events (e.g.: Take
Back the Night, candlelight vigils, protests, speak outs), or other
public forums in which individuals may disclose incidents of
prohibited conduct as part of educating others, or
b. Disclosures made in the course of academic work product
consistent with the assignment (ex. Public speaking class,
creative writing assignment, group work)
c. Disclosure is made indirectly, as in overhearing a
conversation
In such cases, faculty are encouraged to contact the student to determine
whether or not the student intended to report the matter to LSU to obtain
supportive measures and/or to file a complaint. If so, the faculty member
should report the matter to the Title IX Coordinator, in a manner consistent
with this policy. In either case, the faculty member is encouraged to provide
the student with the Title IX Coordinator’s contact information.
3. Confidentiality
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Unless waived in writing by the Complainant, the identity of the Complainant
is confidential and not subject to disclosure. The following exceptions apply:
1. Identified to someone employed by the institution to investigate
allegations if the disclosure is necessary to investigate the report
2. Identified to a law enforcement officer if necessary to conduct a criminal
investigation into the allegations of the report
3. Identified to the alleged perpetrator of the incident to the extent required
by law
4. Identified to a potential witness to the incident in order to conduct an
investigation of the report
4. Initial Contact with Complainant
Upon notice of a possible complaint through an Incident Report, the Title IX
Coordinator will provide the Complainant information on, and assistance
with, reporting options including filing a Formal Complaint with LSU, and
filing a criminal complaint with law enforcement (if applicable). The Title IX
Coordinator will also provide the Complainant with options for other
available supportive measures, including health care, counseling, academic
adjustments, work adjustments, etc.
Individuals are strongly encouraged to report the offense to campus police
or local law enforcement if they believe criminal conduct occurred (i.e.
sexual assault, sexual battery, stalking, etc.). The Title IX Coordinator will
offer to assist the individual in contacting campus or local law enforcement.
To the extent possible, the Complainant, and those who receive the
complaint, should preserve evidence and not disturb a potential crime
scene. (This includes preserving all text or email communications that may
be related to the incident).
5. Supportive Measures
Supportive measures are offered to both parties upon receipt of notice of an
alleged violation of this policy. It is not required that the matter be
investigated for the parties to receive supportive measures. Such measures
often apply while the resolution process under this policy is pending, and
such measures can continue even following the conclusion of the process.
LSU will implement measures in a way that does not unreasonably burden
the other party.
Supportive measures are non-disciplinary, non-punitive individualized
services offered as appropriate and as reasonably available. They are
offered without fee or charge to the parties to restore or preserve access to
LSU’s education program or activity, including measures designed to protect
the safety of all parties and/or LSU’s educational environment, and/or to
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deter harassment, discrimination, or retaliation.
The Title IX Coordinator shall bear responsibility for coordinating the
effective implementation of supportive measures. Supportive measures are
maintained as confidential to the extent possible, provided confidentiality
does not impair LSU’s ability to provide those supportive measures. Such
supportive measures may include, but are not limited to:
a. Referral for counseling, medical, or other healthcare services;
b. Referral to campus or local advocacy programs; Referral to campus or
local law enforcement;
c. Referral to community-based service providers
d. Safety Planning;
e. Implementing a no contact order, or other contact limitations;
f. Student financial aid counseling;
g. Relocating an on-campus student’s housing to a difference oncampus location;
h. Changing an employee’s work environment (e.g. reporting structure,
office/workspace relocation);
i. Transportation accommodations;
j. Academic support, extensions of deadlines, or other course/programrelated adjustments;
k. Alternative course completion options (e.g. Remote, Online,
Incompletes, Withdrawals, etc.);
l. Referred for visa/immigration assistance;
m. Any other actions deemed appropriate by the Title IX Coordinator.
A Title IX Coordinator may suspend a Respondent from participating in the
education program or activity on an emergency basis, and a Complainant
has the right to request the Respondent be barred from a class in which the
Complainant is enrolled. Should such action be warranted based on threat
assessment, the dean, provost, and any other appropriate individuals such
as the Athletic Director shall be notified in writing and informed of the
limitations as well as the predicted timeline. In all cases where the
Respondent has been removed from classes or participation in activities for
which a scholarship has been awarded, every effort will be made to resolve
the case expeditiously. The interim action shall be in effect while request for
review and review are pending.
In order to determine whether an emergency removal or limitation is
warranted, a Title IX Coordinator must undertake an individualized safety
and risk analysis, resulting in a determination that the Respondent presents
an immediate threat to the physical health or safety of any other individual
arising from the allegations. Written notice of the emergency removal will be
provided to the Respondent through, at a minimum, the institutional email
address. The following timeline will be adhered to:
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a. The Respondent shall have a right to notify the Title IX Coordinator in
writing within three business days of any request to challenge the
suspension or limitation;
b. The Title IX Coordinator shall provide an opportunity to meet
(virtuallyor in person, at the discretion of the Title IX Coordinator)
within three business days of receipt of notice;
c. Title IX Coordinator shall provide notice in writing of the decision within
three business days after the meeting via institutional email.

6. Rights of Complainant and Respondent Following a Report
The Complainant shall have the discretion and right to decide whether or
when to file a Formal Complaint, report to law enforcement, and determine
whether to proceed with a Formal Complaint. The Complainant also has the
right to receive assistance from LSU in doing so.
The Respondent shall have the right to be presumed not responsible of all
allegations until found responsible for the alleged conduct by a Hearing
Panel under this policy.
The Complainant and Respondent have equal rights, including but not
limited to:
a. To be treated with dignity and respect by LSU officials;
b. To receive a prompt, fair, and impartial process consistent with these
procedures;
c. To be offered and to receive reasonable supportive measures;
d. To receive timely, written notice of the allegations, proceedings,
processes and outcomes under this policy;
e. To have an Advisor of their choice present at any meeting or hearing
under this policy and to have that Advisor conduct cross-examination
of the parties and witnesses in a hearing;
f. To refuse to engage in informal resolution of a Formal Complaint;
g. To present witnesses, including fact and expert witnesses, and any
relevant evidence;
h. To receive amnesty for certain student misconduct, such as drug or
alcohol violations, that occurred ancillary to the complaint at hand and
consistent with this policy;
i. To not have inadmissible prior sexual history/predisposition used by
the Decision-Maker;
j. To be free from retaliation for reporting violations of this policy or
cooperating with an investigation;
k. A right to review and comment on all evidence prior to a decision
being made (for Administrative Resolution and Formal Resolution);
l. To be simultaneously informed in writing of the outcome or resolution
of the complaint, any sanctions, and the rationale for the outcome,
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any appeal, or any other decision considered final;
m.To exercise a right of appeal as afforded in this policy.
Additionally, parties participating in a Formal Resolution also have the
following rights:
a. The right to review and comment on all relevant and directly related
evidence at least 10 days prior to completion of the final investigation
report;
b. The right to review and comment on the final investigation report (if
applicable) at least 10 days prior to a decision;
c. The right to be present for the entire hearing, whether in person or via
video technology.
Campuses are encouraged to elaborate in a separate Victim’s Rights
policy.
B. COMPLAINT AND INVESTIGATION
In order for an investigation into a complaint of sex- or gender-based harassment
and discrimination to occur, the Complainant, or under certain circumstances the
Title IX Coordinator, must file a Formal Complaint. This is a step beyond an Incident
Report, which is the first notification to the Title IX office that a possible violation
occurred. The Incident Report does not trigger an investigation. The Formal
Complaint will be reviewed and a determination made as to whether the offense
meets the criteria to be considered as a Title IX complaint. If it does, a Title IX
investigation will proceed. If it does not, the allegation may be investigated under the
student Code of Conduct or other employee policies. Below is a detailed explanation
of the process.
1. Initial Response to Reports
Upon Actual Knowledge of a report of sex- or gender-based harassment
and discrimination, including Sexual Misconduct through an Incident Report,
the Title IX Coordinator will promptly contact the Complainant to discuss
and provide the following:
a. The availability of supportive measures regardless of whether a
Formal Complaint is filed;
b. The process for filing a Formal Complaint as well as process for an
investigation including an appeal;
c. Complainants preference for manner of resolving the complaint and
any barriers to proceeding;
d. Information on the rights and responsibilities as a party in this matter
including the right to have an Advisor of their choice;
e. Jurisdiction of Title IX policy versus power-based violence conduct and
differences between procedures;
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f. Instruct the Complainant not to destroy any potentially relevant
documentation in any format;
g. Explain the prohibition against retaliation;
h. Provide a copy of PM 73 and any other relevant policies;
i. The right to file a complaint with law enforcement, if the conduct
alleged is criminal in nature, and to be assisted in doing so; and
j. The legal requirement to communicate necessary nonidentifiable details of the report to the campus police
department for entry into the institution’s daily crime log.
If the Title IX Coordinator has cause to believe that, as a result of the
incident, there is reason to believe the safety of any person is in imminent
danger, the Title IX Coordinator must immediately inform the Chancellor of
the campus.
2. Formal Complaint Process
The Formal Complaint Process commences with the filing of a
Formal Complaint by a Complainant or signed by a Title IX
Coordinator alleging sex- or gender-based harassment or
discrimination, including Sexual Misconduct, against one or more
Respondents and requesting LSU to investigate the allegation. A
Formal Complaint may be filed with the Title IX Coordinator in
person, by mail, electronic mail, or submission throughdesignated
online portals.
A Complainant may file a Formal Complaint with a Title IX Coordinator at
any time; there is no time limitation on doing so. A Formal Complaint must
be submitted by the Complainant and include the following components:
a. Facts alleging prohibited conduct under this policy including time, date,
location, name of individuals involved;
b. A signature (electronic or handwritten) or other designation that the
Complainant is the individual choosing to file a Formal Complaint;
c. Some allegation or evidence the conduct occurred at a location or
event covered by this policy; and
d. A statement that the Complainant is a student, employee, or other
person seeking to participate in a program or activity of the university.
The Title IX Coordinator will assess whether all necessary components are
present in the complaint; whether the allegation, if true, would be a violation
of Title IX and/or other applicable code of conduct or policies related to sex
or gender discrimination; and whether the complaint falls within the Title IX
jurisdiction. The Title IX Coordinator will make the decision to either begin a
Title IX investigation, dismiss the Title IX complaint but begin an
investigation outside of Title IX, or dismiss the complaint as a whole.
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If the Formal Complaint warrants dismissal under Title IX because it does
not meet the Title IX threshold under this policy, the Complainant will be
notified in writing by the Title IX Coordinator, typically within five business
days of filing.
Other discretionary reasons for dismissal may include withdrawal of
complaint; at the time of complaint, the Complainant is no longer
participating or attempting to participate as part of the LSU community; or
Respondent is no longer affiliated with LSU.
A Formal Complaint under this policy may be consolidated with other
complaints when there are multiple allegations of conduct that arise out of
the same facts or circumstances, such as when there are multiple
Complainants or Respondents. This policy may also address any alleged
misconduct (e.g. student code of conduct, employee code of conduct, etc.)
that is ancillary to or concurrent with alleged violations of this policy.
In very limited circumstances, a Title IX Coordinator may file a
Formal Complaint when the Complainant decides not to do so if it is
determined thatthe allegations present a risk of substantial harm to
community member(s). This may include, but is not limited to, use of
threats; use of weapons; use of violence; a continued pattern of
behavior; and/or predatory behavior. If the Respondent is an
employee, LSU may also be required to act onalleged misconduct
irrespective of a Complainant’s wishes.
3. Advisors
Each party is permitted to have an Advisor of their choice present with them
in all meetings and proceedings under this policy. The Advisor may be, but
is not required to be, an attorney. The Advisor must participate in a training
session on protocol in order to serve in this role during a Hearing Panel.
The Advisor may not answer questions onbehalf of their advisee. They also
cannot act as a spokesperson except during a Prehearing Conference or
the Hearing when conducting cross- examination of a party or a witness.
Once a party shares the identity and contact email address for their Advisor,
that Advisor shall be copied on correspondence from LSU on the case in
accordance with the Procedures section of this policy. A party may change
Advisors at any time but must provide prompt notice to the Title IX
Coordinator and/or the Title IX Investigator.
4. Notice and Investigation
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Upon determining that an investigation is warranted under this policy, the
LSU Title IX Coordinator will appoint the trained Investigator(s).
Assigned investigators should not be the Title IX Coordinator or the
Decision Maker. When an investigation commences the Respondent, the
Complainant, and their Advisors shall be sent a detailed, written Notice
of the Investigation and Allegation (NOIA) including, at a minimum, the
following:
a. As summary of the allegation with reasonable specificity;
b. The identity of the parties (if known);
c. The specific policies implicated;
d. The date and location of the incident (if known);
e. The right for the parties to have an Advisor of their choice, who may
be – but is not required to be – an attorney, present for all resolutionrelated proceedings, and that LSU can help appoint an Advisor, if
desired by the party.
f. A statement that LSU presumes the Respondent is not responsible of
all allegations until found responsible for the alleged conduct by a
hearing panel under this policy;
g. A statement that the parties may inspect and review evidence,
including the investigation report, consistent with these procedures,
prior to a decision being made;
h. A statement about LSU’s policy on retaliation;
i. A statement indicating that LSU policy prohibits knowingly false
statements or knowingly submitting false information during the
resolution process;
j. A request to meet with the Title IX Investigator;
k. An indication that the resolution process complies with Title IX’s
Regulations contained in Section 106.45 of 20 U.S.C. 1681;

l. The notice of investigation and allegations may be amended during
the course of the investigation, and that any amendments will be
promptly communicated to the parties.
The Investigator will make a good faith effort to conduct a thorough,
prompt,and impartial investigation based on the facts and circumstances
of each complaint within 45 days of the receipt of the Formal Complaint.
This timeframe may expand or contract based on factors such as the
complexity or severity of the allegation, as well as the involvement of
external parties (e.g. law enforcement). Complex or consolidated
investigations may take longer. The burden of proof and burden of
gathering evidence is on the University, and the University will provide the
Complainant and Respondent equal opportunity to present facts, expert
witnesses, and other inculpatory and exculpatory evidence. The parties
will not be restricted from discussing the allegations or gathering evidence.
LSU will comply with law enforcement requests for cooperation and such
cooperation may require LSU to temporarily suspend the fact-finding
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aspect of an investigation under this policy while the law enforcement
agency is in the process of gathering evidence. LSU will promptly resume
its investigation as soon as notified by law enforcement that it has
completed the initial evidence gathering process. LSU may provide up to
10 business days to allow for the law enforcement agency criminal
process/investigation to unfold prior to resuming the fact-finding aspect of
the investigation under this policy. Police investigations and reports are
not determinative of whether harassment occurred under Title IX or
university policy, and therefore the University has the responsibility to
respond promptly and effectively.
To maintain safety, to limit the impact of alleged misconduct, and to avoid
any instance of retaliation, LSU will implement appropriate interim actions
and supportive measures to the parties in the case, as well as the campus
community during the law enforcement agency's investigation.
The investigation shall include meetings with the parties involved, including
witnesses and any other parties the Investigator may deem appropriate. All
investigation interviews will be recorded by the Investigator and no
unauthorized recordings are permitted. The Respondent and Complainant
will be given the opportunity to identify witnesses and request that they be
interviewed. An attempt will be made to interview all available, relevant
witnesses with follow-up interviews conducted as necessary.
The Investigator may seek and collect, and parties may submit, any
documents or other relevant information, including, but not limited to:
a. Photographs
b. Emails or text messages
c. Video or audio recordings
d. Information from social media
e. Screenshots or other communications
The University will not access, consider, disclose, or otherwise use records
that are made or maintained by a physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, or
other recognized professional or paraprofessional acting or assisting in their
professional capacity, and which are made and maintained in connection
with the provision of treatment to the party, unless the university obtains the
party’s voluntary, written consent to do so as part of the investigation
process
At the conclusion of the investigation, the Investigator shall prepare a
comprehensive draft investigative report that summarizes the investigation,
and all relevant evidence obtained. The draft report shall be sent
electronically to each party and the party’s Advisor, if identified. All evidence
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shall be included, even that on which the university does not intend to rely in
reaching a determination regarding responsibility and shall include
inculpatory and exculpatory evidence whether obtained from a party or other
source.
The parties shall have 10 business days, from the date the draft report and
the evidence are submitted to the parties, to review and submit a written
response. All reasonably available evidence to be presented by the parties
at the hearing must be submitted to the Investigator prior to completion of
the final investigative report. The Investigator will review the comments and
prepare a final report, incorporating as deemed necessary any relevant
feedback.
The final investigative report shall include a description of procedural steps
taken from receipt of the formal complaint up to the decision, a timeline of
the alleged incident(s) and facts and circumstances surrounding the
complaint. The report will fairly summarize relevant evidence, but all
evidence shall be included, even that on which LSU does not intend to rely
in reaching a determination regarding responsibility. This includes
inculpatory and exculpatory evidence whether obtained from a party or other
source. The investigative report will not make any recommendation or
decision about whether a violation occurred, nor make any formal
assessment of credibility. The final report will be sent electronically, along
with all evidence, to each party and Advisor, if identified, and to the
Decision-Maker or Hearing Panel Chair.
5. Resignation While a Case is Pending
If a student permanently resigns from LSU or an employee resigns or retires
from LSU while a case is pending, the Title IX Coordinator will have the
discretion to continue the investigation to the extent possible. The employee
also will not be eligible for rehire. In either case, LSU will, continue to address
and remedy any systemic issues or concerns that contributed to the alleged
violation, and provide supportive measures to the Complainant and others,
as deemed necessary or appropriate by the Title IX Coordinator.
C. RESOLUTIONS
This policy has three options for resolution following the filing of a Formal Complaint:
Informal Resolution, Administrative Resolution, and Formal Resolution.
Informal Resolution is a voluntary process intended to provide parties the
opportunity to mutually control the outcome, and is most often used in lower-level
cases of sex-or gender-based harassment or discrimination. Informal Resolution can
be used at any time during the resolution process.
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Administrative Resolution involves a thorough and impartial investigation, a review
of all evidence and the investigation report by the parties, and an impartial DecisionMaker who reviews all evidence, the investigation report, and poses written
questions to the parties in writing prior to making a decision.
Formal Resolution is used for Title IX cases, as well as any case where suspension,
expulsion, or termination is possible. Formal Resolution involves a thorough and
impartial investigation, a review of all evidence and the investigation report by the
parties, a live hearing before an impartial panel of three individuals, and a decision
by those decision-makers.
The parties may also appeal any decision from the Administrative or Formal
Resolution processes.
Resolution Process Pool
The University will ensure there is an adequate pool of willing and trained
members who are available year round to serve in the pool. Members can be
faculty, administrators, staff, or students who are recruited or selected because of
their ability to remain neutral and open-minded. Members of the pool will serve
three-year rotating terms and must participate in bi-annual training provided by the
Office of Civil Rights & Title IX. Training will ensure all pool members are equipped
to serve as Hearing Panelist, Hearing Panel Chair, Appeals Reviewer,or as Advisor
for the Complainant or the Respondent, but cannot serve in more than one role for
a given case. The Title IX Coordinator or designee will assign roles for cases that
present themselves.
1. Informal Resolution
Informal Resolution is a process whereby the parties work with a
professional to reach a resolution of the complaint without a decision by a
Decision-Maker or a Hearing Panel regarding whether a policy is violated.
This process is completely voluntary and requires the consent of both
parties. A party may terminate the informal resolution process at any time
before conclusion. Informal Resolution can include approaches such as
mediation, Restorative Justice, Alternative Dispute Resolution, or other
agreements between the parties. Informal Resolution does not use an
investigation, calling of witnesses, or a report of findings with sanctions. The
parties themselves create an outcome that resolves the complaint.
The LSU Title IX Coordinator, in consultation with the applicable Title IX
Campus Coordinator, must determine that the circumstances and parties are
appropriate for informal resolution and shall appoint a trained individual to
facilitate the process. Complaints involving violence that resulted in
significant harm to others (e.g.: domestic violence, dating violence, etc.) are
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not appropriate for informal resolution.
Informal Resolution will never be required as a condition of enrollment or
continuing enrollment, employment or continuing employment or enjoyment
of any other right; require a waiver of right to investigation and adjudication
under the Formal Resolution process; nor be utilized to resolve an allegation
against a Respondent employee by a student Complainant.
If a Formal Complaint is resolved through Informal Resolution, a written
agreement shall be issued including any terms, obligations or outcomes.
Agreements will be drafted by the informal process facilitator, and must
have the approval of the Complainant and Respondent. Upon approval
of both parties, the Formal Complaint shall be dismissed. The
Agreement shall be promptly shared electronically with the parties by
the Title IX Coordinator.
Discussion and information generated during the Informal Resolution
process are considered confidential and shall not be used or admissible in
the Formal Resolution process. Institutionally-imposed sanctions are not
possible as the result of the Informal Resolution process. At the discretion of
the Title IX Coordinator, however, a failure of the parties to uphold certain
elements of the agreement may warrant referral for discipline. No facilitator
of an informal process may be called as a witness in any procedure under
this policy. The results of Informal Resolution are not subject to appeal.
2. Administrative Resolution
The Administrative Resolution process is the procedure by which allegations
in a Formal Complaint are sex- or gender-based but do not rise to the level
of requiring a Formal Hearing under Title IX, are otherwise identified as
power-based violence, or for which Informal Resolution is either
inappropriate or where one or both parties chose not to use Informal
Resolution. The Administrative Resolution includes an investigation into the
allegations and a single Decision-Maker who will determine the findings and
sanctions.
The determination as to whether or not an Administrative Resolution is
appropriate is made by the Title IX Coordinator, and must account not just
for the nature and severity of the alleged violation, but also for the
disciplinary history of the Respondent. Cases appropriate for Formal
Resolution are not able to use the Administrative Resolution process unless
the Respondent has accepted responsibility for all allegations.
Administrative Resolution will never be used unless a Formal Complaint
isfiled. The investigation for Administrative Resolution follows the
procedures setforth in Section B of this policy.
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a. Questioning During Administrative Resolution
At the conclusion of the investigation, but prior to dissemination of the final
investigation report, the Title IX Coordinator will appoint a trained, impartial
person – typically from the Resolution Process Pool or from the
Administrative Law Judges from the Louisiana Department of Administrative
Law – to serve as Decision-Maker in the case. The final report will then be
sent to the Decision-Maker, the parties, and their Advisors. Upon receipt of
the final report, the Decision-Maker will contact the parties and their
Advisors and offer them the opportunity to provide a list of questions, if
desired, that the party would like asked of the other party and the witnesses.
These questions must be submitted within five business days following the
Decision-Maker’s outreach. Upon receipt of such questions, the DecisionMaker will determine the relevance of each question and ask the relevant
questions of the other party and the witnesses. The Decision-Maker can
also ask their own questions of the parties and the witnesses.
This questioning – both from the parties and by the Decision-Maker – is
done in writing. This is not a formal, in-person hearing, rather a decision by
a trained Decision-Maker.
b. Decision-Making
Once the Decision-Maker, the parties and their Advisors have received a
copy of the final investigation report, the Decision-Maker will review the
investigation report, as well as all relevant evidence, the parties’ additional
statements, and responses to the draft investigation report. The DecisionMaker will then apply the preponderance of the evidence standard when
determining responsibility. In order to find a Respondent responsible under
the preponderance of the evidence standard, the evidence must show that
the charge is more likely supported than not. If the Respondent is found
responsible, the Decision-Maker may request input from the parties to
evaluate possible sanctions. The Decision-Maker may also request input
from relevant LSU officials in determining the appropriate sanctions (e.g.:
HR, Student Affairs, etc.). Prior conduct history of the Respondent will also
be considered when determining an appropriate sanction.
The Decision-Maker will prepare and provide to the Title IX
Coordinator, typically within 10 business days of receiving the final
investigation report, a written determination which will include:
a. Identification of the allegations constituting a violation of this policy;
b. A description of the procedural steps taken from receipt of the Formal
Complaint through determination, including any notifications to the
parties, interviews with parties and witnesses, evidence gathered and
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hearings held;
c. Findings of fact supporting the determination;
d. Conclusions regarding the application of the policy to the facts;
e. A statement explaining the sanction for each policy violation found
“responsible;”
f. Whether additional remedies designed to restore or preserve equal
access will be provided by LSU to the Complainant.
The Title IX Coordinator is responsible for effective implementation of any
sanctions and sharing of outcomes. Students found responsible for
violating this policy may expect the range ofsanctions to include, but not be
limited to, warning, disciplinary probation, deferred suspension,
suspension, expulsion, psychological assessment, counseling, social
restrictions, limited presence on campus, and/or revocation of admission or
degree. Additional sanctions may also be imposed when appropriate.
Students for whom sanctions are assigned will have a notation placed on
their transcript indicating they have been found responsible for violations of
code of conduct. (See Appendix D)
An employee found responsible for violating this policy may expect the
range of sanctions to include, but not be limited to, suspension,
demotion, psychological assessment, counseling,restricted presence
on campus and/or termination of employment.
Both the Complainant and Respondent will be informed in writing of the
outcome of any corrective action or disciplinary process. The written
determination prepared by the Decision-Maker shall be simultaneously
shared electronically y the Title IX Coordinator with all parties and
Advisors. With limited exceptions such as imminent risk to the safety of
others, sanctions from aFormal Hearing are not implemented until the
conclusion of the appeals process.
Either party can file an appeal as is described in Section D below. The
determination regarding responsibility and sanctions becomes final either:
a. If appealed, the date written notice is provided to the parties of the
appeal result, or
b. If not appealed, the date on which an appeal would no longer be
considered timely.
With limited exceptions, sanctions from the Administrative Resolution
process are not implemented until the conclusion of the appeals process.
3. Formal Resolution
The Formal Resolution process is the procedure by which allegations in a
Formal Complaint are presented in a formal PM 73 Hearing for a
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determination as to whether any of the policies were violated.
The determination as to whether or not a matter rises to the level of a
Formal Resolution is made by a Title IX Coordinator and must account not
just for the nature and severity of the alleged violation but also for the
disciplinary history of the Respondent. Formal Resolution is used where the
allegation either constitutes a possible violation of Title IX (as defined in this
policy), or where probable cause indicates that an allegation, if true, could
reasonably result in suspension, expulsion, or termination of the
Respondent.
The Investigation for Formal Resolution follows the procedures set forth in
Section B of this policy.
A minimum of 10 business days must pass once the final investigative
report has been disseminated before the Hearing takes place. During this
time, the Title IX Coordinator will secure members and name the chair of the
Hearing Panel and ensure both parties have an Advisor who will be present
during the Hearing Panel. At their discretion, the Hearing Panel Chair may,
for good cause, issue one delay in the hearing of no more than 10 business
days.
a. Pre-Hearing Conference
A Pre-Hearing conference shall be coordinated by the Title IX Coordinator,
or designee, and chaired by the Hearing Panel Chair. Parties and Advisors
are encouraged, but not required, to be present. Pre-Conference hearings
may be conducted in person, via video technology, or a hybrid approach
depending on the wishes of the parties and the Hearing Panel Chair.
This conference shall be conducted at least two business days prior to a
scheduled Hearing Panel. Pre-Hearing Conferences are not recorded.
The purpose of the pre-hearing conference shall be to:
a. Identify the panelists and address any objections to members of the
Hearing Panel;
b. Address evidentiary issues or questions to be posed at the hearing
(i.e. numbers of witnesses, use of documents, relevance of evidence,
expected length of hearing, etc.);
c. Ensure parties have Advisors available to conduct cross examination
and that the Advisor is familiar with the hearing process under this
policy;
d. Provide a forum to address any questions related to the Hearing
Panel process and procedures.
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b. Hearing Panel
The PM 73 Hearing Panel is appointed by the Title IX Coordinator and shall
consist of one chair and two other individuals trained in adjudication.
Hearing Panel chairs and members are typically selected from the trained
Resolution Process Pool, or from the trained group of Administrative Law
Judges, but the Title IX Coordinator may go outside of that group as long as
the individuals have received appropriate training. The Hearing Panel shall
afford each party an opportunity to present evidence and for their Advisor to
question opposing parties and witnesses.
Hearings may be conducted in person, via video technology, or a hybrid
approach depending on the wishes of the parties and the Hearing Panel
Chair.
c. Advisors in Hearings
Each party is permitted to have an Advisor present with them throughout the
Hearing. The Advisor may not answer questions on behalf of their advisee,
and their role in the hearing is limited to cross-examination and questioning
of the other party and the witnesses, and to consult with their advisee
throughout the Hearing as needed. If a party does not have an Advisor at
the Hearing, one shall be provided by LSU at no cost, typically selected
from the Resolution Process Pool. The Advisor is the only person who may
conduct cross-examination on behalf of a Complainant or Respondent. An
Advisor will be appointed even in situations where a party elects not to
participate in the Hearing.
d. Presentation of Evidence
The following describes the Hearing process.
1) The Hearing Panel Chair will oversee and manage the
procedure and order for presentation of evidence. The Hearing
will be recorded and the recording or transcript will be made
available for the parties for review. No unauthorized
recordings are permitted.
2) At the beginning of the Hearing, the Investigator will present a
summary of the final Investigation Report and the relevant
evidence and will be subject to questioning by the DecisionMakers and the parties’ Advisors. The Investigator will be
present for the entire Hearing, but not for deliberations, and
the Panel and the parties may ask clarifying questions of the
Investigator throughout the hearing, as deemed appropriate by
the Chair. Neither the parties (or their Advisors), nor the
Decision-Makers should ask the Investigator their opinions on
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credibility, recommended findings or determinations.
3) Once the Investigator has presented their report, relevant
evidence, and been questioned by the Panel and the parties’
Advisors, witnesses will provide relevant information in turn.
Typically, the Complainant will present first, followed by an
order determined by the Hearing Panel Chair. Absent exigent
circumstances, all evidence presented by the parties must
have been submitted to the Investigator prior to the hearing.
4) At the conclusion of each party’s or witness’s presentation of
evidence, the members of the Hearing Panel will be allowed
toask questions, followed by cross-examination by the
parties’ Advisors. Cross-examination must be conducted
directly, orally, and in real-time by the party’s Advisor, and never

by aparty personally. The parties must be able to see and hear
each other, as well as the witnesses while each is giving testimony
and answering questions.

Only questions relevant to determining whether the applicable
policies have been violated or the credibility of a witness will
be allowed. The Hearing Panel Chair will have sole authority
to determine whether evidence presented or a question in
cross-examination is relevant and whether it will be permitted.
The Hearing Panel Chair must explain any decision to exclude
evidence or a question as not relevant. Questions or evidence
about a Complainant’s sexual predisposition or prior sexual
behavior are not relevant, unless: (1) offered to prove that
someone other than the Respondent committed the conduct
alleged in the complaint, or (2) concern specific incidents of
the Complainant’s prior sexual behavior with Respondent and
are offered to prove consent. Only evidence submitted to
cross-examination may be considered by the Hearing Panel to
determine responsibility. The parties and witnesses must be
willing to submit to cross-examination, and answer all relevant
questions posed by the parties’ Advisors.
5) At the conclusion of the hearing, the parties may provide the
Chair with a written, sealed impact statement for the panel to
consider only during the sanctioning phase of deliberations, if
the Respondent is found in violation.
e. Absence or Failure to Appear/Answer
The Hearing Panel cannot draw an inference about the determination
regarding responsibility based solely on a party’s or witness’s absence from
the hearing or refusal to answer questions.
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f. Deliberations
The Hearing Panel shall deliberate in closed session with only panelists
present. Deliberations are not recorded. The Hearing Panel is to apply
the preponderance of the evidence standard when determining
responsibility. Asimple majority vote is required to determine the finding.
In order to find a Respondent responsible under the preponderance of the
evidence standard, the evidence must show that the charge is more likely
supported than not. If the Respondent is found in violation for one or more
of theallegations, the Panel will then shift to determining the appropriate
sanctions.

g. Determining Sanctions
During sanctioning deliberations, the Panel may consider the previously
submitted impact statements in determining the appropriate sanction. LSU’s
sanctioning guidelines, as well as the prior conduct history of the
Respondent and any power differential between the Respondent and the
Complainant will also be considered when determining an appropriate
sanction along with the nature, severity, pervasiveness, and predation of the
violation(s).
In cases where the Respondent is an employee, the Panel may also consult
with HRM to ensure the sanction is consistent with employment-related
laws, regulations, and policies.
The Hearing Panel will prepare and provide to the Title IX Coordinator,
typically within five business days of theHearing, a written Determination
Letter which must include:
1. Identification of the allegations constituting violation of the sex- or
gender-based harassment and discrimination policy, as well as any
other concurrent or ancillary policies;
2. A description of the procedural steps taken from receipt of the Formal
Complaint through determination, including any notifications to the
parties, interviews with parties and witnesses, evidence gathered and
hearings held;
3. Findings of fact supporting the determination;
4. Conclusions regarding the application of the policy to the facts;
5. A rationale for each finding;
6. A statement explaining the sanction for each policy violation found
“responsible;”
7. Whether additional remedies designed to restore or preserve equal
access will be provided by LSU to the Complainant.
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The Title IX Coordinator is responsible for effective implementation of any
sanctions and sharing of outcomes. The written determination prepared by
the Hearing Panel chair shall be shared electronically by the Title IX
Coordinator with the parties and Advisors, typically within three business
days of receipt from the Hearing Panel.
The determination regarding responsibility and sanctions becomes final
either:
a. If appealed, the date written notice is provided to the parties of the
appeal result, or
b. If not appealed, the date on which an appeal would no longer be
considered timely.
h. Possible Corrective Actions
Students found responsible for violating this policy may expect the range of
sanctions to include, but not be limited to, warning, disciplinary probation,
deferred suspension, suspension, expulsion, psychological assessment,
counseling, social restrictions, limited presence on campus, and/or
revocation of admission or degree. Additional sanctions may also be
imposed when appropriate. Students for whom sanctions are assigned will
have a notation placed on their transcript indicating they have been found
responsible for violations of code of conduct. (See Appendix D)
An employee found responsible for violating this policy may expect the
range of sanctions to include, but not be limited to, suspension,
administrative leave, demotion, psychological assessment, counseling,
restricted presence on campus and/or termination of employment.
Both the Complainant and Respondent will be informed in writing of the
outcome of any corrective action or disciplinary process. With limited
exceptions such as imminent risk to the safety of others, sanctions from a
Formal Hearing are not implemented until the conclusion of the appeals
process.
D. APPEAL
1. Right of Appeal
Any party may appeal a determination made by the Decision-Maker or the
Hearing Panel. The following is an exhaustive list of the bases for appeal:
a.

The Title IX Coordinator, Investigator, Decision-Maker, or Hearing
Panel members had a conflict of interest or bias for or against
complainants or respondents generally or the individual Complainant
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b.
c.
d.
e.

or Respondent specifically that affected the outcome of the matter;
New evidence is discovered that was not reasonably available at the
time the determination regarding responsibility or dismissal was made,
that could affect the outcome of the matter;
Procedural irregularity that affected the outcome of the matter;
The outcome was clearly erroneous based the facts and evidence
presented to the Decision-Maker or the Hearing Panel;
The sanctions imposed were inappropriate for both the violation andthe
disciplinary history of the Respondent.

2. Appeal Procedures
The Appeals process is to be deferential to the Hearing Panel’s decisions.
The process is not a rehearing. In most cases, the appeals are confined to a
review of the relevant evidence, the Investigation Report, the Hearing
Panel’s determination letter and the recording of the hearing. The Appeals
Review is also limited to specific grounds intended to ensure the decision of
the Decision-Maker or the Hearing Panel was materially fair and consistent
with LSU policies.
A Notice of Appeal must be in writing and submitted to the Title IX
Coordinator within 5 business days of email notification of the DecisionMaker’s or the Hearing Panel’s decision. The Notice of Appeal shall contain
the name of the Complainant and Respondent; identify the ground(s) for
appeal; and if the appeal is based upon discovery of new information, a
description/documentation of the new information and reason it was not
discoverable prior to the Hearing Panel hearing.
Upon receipt of the Notice of Appeal, the Title IX Coordinator, typically
within two business days of receipt of the Notice of Appeal, shall confirm
receipt of the Notice of Appeal to the appealing party, notify any other party
of the appeal, and contact the LSU Title IX Coordinator (if appeal went to a
campus coordinator). The other party of the appeal shall be provided five
business days to submit a response to the appeal to the Title IX
Coordinator.
The LSU Title IX Coordinator, shall promptly appoint an impartial Appeals
Reviewer and provide the Appeals Reviewer(s) with the Notice of Appeal.
The Appeals Reviewer will then determine if the Notice of Appeal is timely
and contains required elements for appeal. If so, the Appeals Reviewer will
notify the parties of their identities. The Appeals Reviewer(s) are individuals
trained in their responsibilities and are typically drawn from the Resolution
Process Pool. If either of the parties challenges the impartiality of a
Reviewer, the LSU Title IX Coordinator, in conjunction with the respective
Title IX Campus Coordinator, will determine if cause exists to excuse the
reviewer. If the Notice of Appeal is not timely or does not contain the
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required elements, then the Notice of Appeal is dismissed and the decision
of the Hearing Panel becomes final.
The Title IX Coordinator shall promptly forward the evidence and
information relied upon by the Decision-Maker or Hearing Panel, to the
Appeals Reviewer. The evidence and information shall include, but is not
limited to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The Notice of Appeal;
All evidence introduced at the hearing, including the investigation
report;
Any pre-hearing determinations from the Hearing Panel Chair (if

applicable);

The written findings of the Decision-Maker or Hearing Panel; and
The recording or transcript of the formal hearing (if applicable).

The Appeals Reviewer(s) shall render a written decision including finding
and rationale and forward to the LSU Title IX Coordinator typically within 5
business days after receipt of the evidence and information. The reviewer
may:
a. Uphold the Hearing Panel outcome; or
b. Overturn the Hearing Panel finding and sanction and remand for a
new hearing; or
c. Overturn the Hearing Panel sanction and remand for a sanctions-only
hearing; or
d. Overturn the Hearing Panel outcome and remand for a new or
adjusted investigation (if the error was in the investigation), which is
then subject to a new hearing; or
e. Modify the Hearing Panel outcome for responsibility and/or sanctions.
The LSU Title IX Coordinator shall notify the respective Title IX Campus
Coordinator who shall then notify the parties and Advisors, typically within
two business days of receipt of the decision.
Decisions of the Appeal Reviewer are final. In the event of remand for
rehearing, the subsequent Hearing Panel outcome may be appealed in
accordance with the provisions herein. Otherwise, any appeal right
exercised under this policy shall complete the process.
VI. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
A. PREEMPTION
To the extent a conflict exists between State or local law and Title IX, the
obligation to comply with Title IX is not obviated or alleviated by any State or local
law. To the extent other LSU or campus-based policies may conflict with this
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policy, the provisions of this policy shall supersede and govern.
B. RECORD KEEPING
Records created or received under this policy will be maintained for at least seven
years from the date each case is closed. The following shall be kept as part of the
record:
• Each investigation including any determination regarding responsibility,
whether through the Formal or Administrative processes;
• Any audio or audiovisual recording or transcript of a hearing;
• Any disciplinary sanctions imposed on the Respondent;
• Any remedies provided to the Complainant designed to restore or preserve
equal access to LSU’s education program or activity;
• Any appeal and result therefrom;
• Any informal resolution and result therefrom;
• All materials used to train Title IX Coordinators, Investigators, decisionmakers, and any person who facilitates an informal resolution process; and
• Records of any actions, including supportive measures, taken in response
to a report or Formal Complaint. These records will also include:
o The basis for all conclusions that the response was not deliberately
indifferent;
o Any measures designed to restore or preserve access to LSU’s
education program or activity; and
o If no supportive measures were provided to the Complainant,
document the reasons why such a response was not clearly
unreasonable in light of the known circumstances.
LSU may be required to disclose information on a need-to-know basis in order to
properly address a complaint, when there is a threat to others, pursuant to
subpoena, or other court or administrative order, or as may be required by
applicable law. Violations of confidentiality or privacy by any other persons
involved in the resolution, investigation or administration of the complaint,
including any employee, faculty, staff, or student may result in disciplinary or
corrective action.
LSU will also maintain any and all records in accordance with state and federal
laws.
C. ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Act 472 of the 2021 Regular Session requires biannual reporting to institutional
management boards and annual reporting to the Board of Regents with ultimate
submission to the Louisiana Legislature. The Board of Regents Uniform Policy on
Power-Based Violence requests an interim report from the System Board. Reporting
form templates are available in the Board of Regents Uniform Policy. The following
timeline is prescribed:
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a. Title IX Coordinator submits campus reports to the institution’s Chancellor
by October 10th and April 10th
b. Chancellor submits biannual reports to the President by October 24th and
April 24th
c. President submits biannual report to the Board of Supervisors by
November 7th and May 8th
d. Board of Supervisors submits annual report to the Board of Regents by
December 1st and an interim report to the Board of Regents by June 1st
e. Board of Regents submits report to the Louisiana Legislature by January
15th

D. TRANSCRIPT WITHHOLDING, NOTATION, AND COMMUNICATION
Consistent with state law and Board of Regents policy, any student who has
received a Notice of Investigation and Allegation as the Respondent in a Title IX
Formal Complaint, who is being investigated for a complaint of power-based
violence, or who has been found responsible for an incident of power-based
violence shall have a notation placed on their transcript or have the transcript
withheld during the investigative and adjudication process. This applies specifically
to a student who is the subject of a power-based violence complaint and is
attempting to transfer to another postsecondary institution in the state of Louisiana.
There is nothing in this policy that prohibits a notated transcript from being the only
transcript provided when one is requested by the student regardless of the intent of
use.
The Sending Institution must notify the student that their transcript is being withheld
or notated, and of the appeals process to have the hold or notation removed. The
transcript will be withheld or notated until the student is either found not responsible
for the allegations in the report of power-based violence or until a request to appeal
the withholding or notation is successful, whichever occurs first.
During a pending investigation and adjudication, the notation placed on the
transcript shall read “Administrative Matter Pending” or similar such that it
triggers an inquiry regarding the notation by the Receiving Institution directed to the
Sending Institution. If a final decision has been made on the case and the
transferring student has been found responsible for power-based violence, the
notation on the transcript shall read “Student Found Responsible in Violation of
Code of Conduct” or similar such that it triggers an inquiry regarding the notation
by the Receiving Institution directed to the Sending Institution.
When a student transcript is notated as described above, the Receiving Institution
must make a timely inquiry directed to the Sending Institution regarding the purpose
of the transcript notation. Upon such an inquiry, the Sending Institution must timely
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disclose appropriate and factual information, consistent with the Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 20 U.S.C. § 1232g.
If the student is not found responsible or if the student was initially found
responsible and later evidence showed that the student was in fact not responsible,
the Sending Institution must remove the notation and send an updated version of
the transcript to the Receiving Institution (if known). Otherwise, the institution will
determine the length of time the notation will remain on the student’s transcript if the
student was found responsible for an act of power-based violence. A student whose
transcript has been held or notated as described above may appeal the hold or
notation for good cause shown. The request shall be submitted to the Title IX
Coordinator or designee of the Sending Institution. The institution shall notify the
student of the decision no later than seven business days from the date the request
was made.

VII. RESOURCES
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
La. R.S. 14:43.1.
Title 14 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes
La. R.S. 14:403
La. R.S. 44:51
Louisiana Board of Regents Uniform Policy on Power-Based Violence
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Policy 1436 – Power-Based Violence and Title IX
Revision Date: 10/7/2021
Last Review: 10/7/2021
Original Effective Date: 3/1/2013
Responsible Office: Office of the President
Reference: ULS Policy Number S-II.XXI
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1.1 Policy Statement
Louisiana Tech University is committed to providing a learning, working and living environment that promotes
personal integrity, civility and mutual respect.
This policy addresses the requirements of federal and state law, including Act 472 of the 2021 Legislative
Session of the Louisiana Legislature (Act 472), Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Title IX) and Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII), the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), the Jeanne Clery Disclosure
of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act (Clery Act), and other applicable laws.

1.2 Notice of Nondiscrimination
Louisiana Tech University does not discriminate against individuals on the basis of their race, sex, sexual
orientation, religion, color, national or ethnic origin, age, disability, military service, covered veteran’s status, or
genetic information in its administration of education policies, programs, or activities; admissions policies;
scholarship and loan programs; athletic or other University-administered programs; or employment.

1.3 Legal Summary
Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in educational institutions,
requires colleges and universities receiving federal funding to combat gender-based violence and harassment,
and to respond to survivors’ needs in order to ensure that all students have equal access to education.
The Clery Act requires policies and procedures for sexual assault and also requires timely warning and external
reporting of crimes.
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Section 304 of VAWA extended the Clery Act to include sexual assault, dating violence, domestic violence and
stalking at higher education institutions.
Title IX, which articulates the fundamental anti-discrimination principle that underlies all of the above laws, states
as follows:

No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance.

Act 472 sets forth processes and procedures for educational institutions to maintain safety and protection for
students and employees from power-based violence. Power-based violence is defined as any form of
interpersonal violence intended to control or intimidate another person through the assertion of power over the
person. It includes but is more expansive than sexual misconduct and Title IX Sexual Harassment.
This policy is not intended to infringe upon or restrict rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution,
including the right to free speech under the First Amendment or the due process clauses of the Fifth or
Fourteenth Amendments.

Definitions
2.0 Definitions
For purposes of this policy, the following terms will have corresponding definitions.
Advisor: A person chosen by a party or appointed by the University to accompany the party to meetings related

to the resolution process, to advise the party on that process, and to conduct cross-examination for the party at a
Title IX Sexual Harassment hearing, if any.
Chancellor or President: The chief executive officer of a public postsecondary education University.
Coercion: The use of express or implied threats, intimidation, or physical force, which places an individual in fear

of immediate harm or physical injury or causes a person to engage in unwelcome sexual activity. Coercion also
includes administering a drug, intoxicant, or similar substance with the intent to impair that person’s ability to
consent prior to engaging in sexual activity.
Complainant: An individual who is alleged to be the victim of behavior that could constitute power-based

violence under this policy (or an individual who is alleged to be the victim of conduct that could constitute sexual
harassment under Title IX) irrespective of whether a Formal Complaint has been filed.
Confidential Advisor: A person designated by a University to provide emergency and ongoing support to

students who are alleged victims of power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment.
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Consent: Consent to engage in sexual activity must exist from beginning to end of each instance of sexual

activity. Consent is demonstrated through mutually understandable words and/or actions that clearly indicate a
willingness to engage in a specific sexual activity. Silence alone, without actions evidencing permission, does not
demonstrate Consent. Consent must be knowing and voluntary. To give Consent, a person must be of legal age.
Assent does not constitute Consent if obtained through coercion or from an individual whom the Alleged
Offender knows or reasonably should know is Incapacitated. The responsibility of obtaining Consent rests with
the person initiating sexual activity. Use of alcohol or drugs does not diminish one’s responsibility to obtain
Consent. Consent to engage in sexual activity may be withdrawn by any person at any time. Once withdrawal of
Consent has been expressed, the sexual activity must cease. Consent is automatically withdrawn by a person
who is no longer capable of giving Consent. A current or previous consensual dating or sexual relationship
between the parties does not itself imply Consent or preclude a finding of responsibility.
Decision Makers: individuals selected by the University and charged with determining responsibility for an

allegation of power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment.
Decision-Maker Panel: Refers to a panel of Decision Makers who have decision-making and sanctioning

authority within the University’s Title IX Grievance Process (Process A) and the Power-Based Violence Grievance
Process (Process B).
Employee: An employee is defined as:

i. An administrative officer, official, or employee of a public postsecondary education board or
University.
ii. Anyone appointed to a public postsecondary education board or University.
iii. Anyone employed by or through a public postsecondary education board or University.
iv. Anyone employed by a foundation or association related to a System Management Board or
University.
The employee category does not include a student enrolled at a public postsecondary University unless the
student works for the University in a position such as a teaching assistant or residential advisor.
Final Determination: A conclusion by the preponderance of the evidence standard that the alleged conduct

occurred and whether it did or did not violate policy.
Finding: A conclusion by the preponderance of the evidence standard that the alleged prohibited conduct did

or did not occur as alleged.
Formal Complaint: A signed document filed by a Complainant or signed by the Title IX Coordinator alleging

power-based violence or retaliation and requesting the University investigate and possibly adjudicate the
alleged issue. A third party who knows of or witnessed an incident of power-based violence but who did not
suffer such conduct themselves may request that the University treat their third-party Report as a Formal
Complaint. The University can also convert a Report to a Formal Complaint if the University determines that, in
order to meet its Title IX obligations to provide a safe and nondiscriminatory environment for the broader
University community, it must take further steps to address and resolve the matter and/or, for Title IX Sexual
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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Harassment, where the Report itself satisfies the Title IX requirements of a Formal Complaint. For purposes of
alleged misconduct that satisfies the jurisdictional requirements of Title IX, see Formal Complaint in the Title IX
Grievance Process.
Grievance Process Pool: Includes any investigators, hearing officers, appeal officers and advisors who may

perform any or all of these roles (though not at the same time or with respect to the same case).
Informal Resolution: A voluntary process that is separate and distinct from a University’s investigation and

adjudication processes that allows the parties (i.e., Complainant and Respondent) to reach a mutually agreeable
resolution.
Incapacitation: An individual is considered to be incapacitated if, by reason of mental or physical condition, the

individual is manifestly unable to make a knowing and deliberate choice to engage in sexual activity. Individuals
who are asleep, unresponsive, or unconscious are incapacitated. Other indicators that an individual may be
incapacitated include, but are not limited to, inability to communicate coherently, inability to dress/undress
without assistance, inability to walk without assistance, slurred speech, loss of coordination, vomiting, or inability
to perform other physical or cognitive tasks without assistance.
Investigators: Individuals designated by the Title IX Coordinator to conduct an investigation of alleged power-

based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment. The Investigators will be trained individuals who objectively
collects and examines the facts and circumstances of potential violations of this Policy and documents them for
review. The Investigators will be neutral and will not have a conflict of interest or bias against the Complainant or
Respondent, or Complainants and Respondents generally.
Mandatory Reporter: An individual who is obligated by law to report any knowledge they may have of power-

based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment. For purposes of this Policy, mandatory reporters include
Responsible Employees. (See definition of Responsible Employee.) All University employees are Mandatory
Reporters, with the exception of Confidential Advisors.
Parties: Include the Complainant(s) and Respondent(s), collectively.
Power-based Violence: Any form of interpersonal violence intended to control or intimidate another person

through the assertion of power over the person, to include the following:

a. Dating violence (R.S. 46:2151(C)).
b. Domestic abuse and family violence (R.S. 46:2121.1(2) and 2132(3)). For the purpose of this Part,
domestic abuse shall also include any act or threat to act that is intended to coerce, control,
punish, intimidate, or exact revenge on the other party, for the purpose of preventing the
victim from reporting to law enforcement or requesting medical assistance or emergency
victim services, or for the purpose of depriving the victim of the means or ability to resist the
abuse or escape the relationship.
c. Nonconsensual observation of another person’s sexuality without the other person’s consent,
including voyeurism (R.S. 14:283.1), video voyeurism (R.S. 14:283), nonconsensual disclosure of
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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a private image (R.S. 14:283.2), and peeping tom activities (R.S. 14:284).
d. Sexual assault (R.S. 14:41, 42 through 43.5, 89, 89.1, and 106).
i. Sexual Battery (14:43.1)
ii. Misdemeanor sexual battery (14:43.1.1)
iii. Second degree sexual battery (14:43.2)
iv. Oral sexual battery (14:43.3)
v. Female genital mutilation (14:43.4)
vi. Intentional exposure to HIV (14:43.5)
vii. Crime against nature (14:89)
viii. Aggravated Crime against nature (14:89.1)
ix. Obscenity (14:106)
e. Sexual exploitation means an act attempted or committed by a person for sexual gratification,
financial gain, or other advancement through the abuse of another person’s sexuality
including prostituting another person (R.S. 14:46.2 and 82 through 86).
i. Human trafficking (14:46.2)
ii. Prostitution (14:82)
iii. Prostitution of person under 18 (14:82.1)
iv. Purchase of commercial sexual activity (14:82.2)
v. Solicitation for prostitutes (14:83)
vi. Inciting prostitution (14:83.1)
vii. Promoting prostitution (14:83.2)
viii. Prostitution by massage (14:83.3)
ix. Sexual massages (14:83.4)
x. Pandering (sexual) (14:84)
xi. Letting premises for prostitution (14:85)
xii. Enticing persons into prostitution (14:86)
f. Sexual harassment means unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
verbal, physical, or inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature when the conduct explicitly or
implicitly affects an individual’s employment or education, unreasonably interferes with an
individual’s work or educational performance, or creates an intimidating, hostile, or offensive
work or educational environment and has no legitimate relationship to the subject matter of a
course or academic research.
g. Stalking (R.S. 14:40.2) and cyberstalking (R.S. 14:40.3).
h. Unlawful communications (R.S. 14:285).
i. Unwelcome sexual or sex- or gender-based conduct that is objectively offensive and has a
discriminatory intent.
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Power-Based Violence Grievance Process: “Process B.” A method of formal resolution designated by the

University to address conduct that falls outside the scope of Title IX jurisdiction but meets the definition of
power-based violence herein.
Preponderance of the Evidence: The standard of evidence used for determination of responsibility of policy

violations; whether it is more likely than not that the Respondent violated the policy as alleged.
Process A: means the Title IX Grievance Process defined above and detailed in Process A.
Process B: means the Power-Based Violence Grievance Process used for resolving reports/complaints of

power-based violence that are outside of the scope of Title IX jurisdiction as detailed in the Process B.
Remedies: Post-finding actions directed to the Complainant and/or the community as mechanisms to address

safety, prevent recurrence, and restore access to the University’s educational program.
Resolution: The result of an informal or Formal Grievance Process.
Respondent: An individual who has been accused in a Report or Formal Complaint of conduct that could

constitute power-based violence prohibited under this Policy (or, under the Title IX Grievance process, an
individual alleged to be the perpetrator of conduct that could constitute Title IX Sexual Harassment).
Responsible Employee: An employee who receives a direct statement regarding or witnesses an incident of

power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment. Responsible Employees do not include an employee
designated as a Confidential Advisor pursuant to R.S. 17:3399.15(B) or an employee who has privileged
communications with a student as provided by law.
Retaliation: Acts or attempted acts for the purpose of interfering with any report, investigation, or proceeding

under this Policy, or as retribution or revenge against anyone who has reported power-based violence or who
has participated (or is expected to participate) in any manner in an investigation, or proceeding under this policy.
Prohibited retaliatory acts include, but are not limited to, intimidation, threats, coercion, or discrimination. Title IX
prohibits Retaliation. For purposes of this Policy, an attempt requires a substantial step towards committing a
violation.
Sanction: A consequence imposed by the University on a Respondent who is found to have violated this policy.
Standards of Conduct: The University’s Standards of Conduct for students, faculty and staff.
System: A Louisiana public postsecondary management board.
System President: The president of a public postsecondary education system.
Supportive Measures: Non-disciplinary, non-punitive individualized services offered as appropriate, as

reasonably available, and without fee or charge to the parties before or after the filing of a Formal Complaint or
where no Formal Complaint has been filed. Such measures are designed to restore or preserve equal access to
the education program or activity without unreasonably burdening the other party, including measures designed
to protect the safety of all parties or the University’s educational environment, or deter sexual harassment.
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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Supportive Measures may include counseling, extensions of deadlines or other course-related adjustments,
modifications of work or class schedules, campus escort services, mutual restrictions on contact between the
parties, changes in work or housing locations, leaves of absence, increased security and monitoring of certain
areas of the campus, and other similar measures.
Title IX Coordinator: The individual designated by a public postsecondary education University as the official for

coordinating the University’s efforts to comply with and carry out its responsibilities under Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 and Act 472 the 2021 Regular Legislative Session of the Louisiana Legislature.
Title IX Grievance Process: “Process A.” A process for addressing and resolving a “Formal Complaint” that

satisfies requirements set forth in 34 C.F.R. §106.30. See accompanying Title IX Grievance Process for key terms.
Title IX Sexual Harassment: For the purposes of determining whether power-based violence will be treated as a

potential violation of Title IX in accordance with the Title IX Grievance Procedure, Title IX sexual harassment
means conduct on the basis of sex that satisfies one or more of the following:

A. An employee of the University conditioning the provision of an aid, benefit, or service of the
recipient on an individual’s participation in unwelcome sexual conduct;
B. Unwelcome conduct determined by a reasonable person to be so severe, pervasive, and
objectively offensive that it effectively denies a person equal access to the recipient’s
education program or activity; or
C. “Sexual assault” as defined in 20 U.S.C. 1092(f)(6)(A)(v), “dating violence” as defined in 34
U.S.C. 12291(a)(10), “domestic violence” as defined in 34 U.S.C. 12291(a)(8), or “stalking” as
defined in 34 U.S.C. 12291(a)(30).
Title IX Team: Refers to the Title IX Coordinator, Deputy Title IX Coordinators, and any member of the Grievance

Process Pool.
University: A public postsecondary education University, Louisiana Tech University.
Victim: An individual who, after all due investigation and/or adjudication, has been found to be the target of

power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment.

Procedures
3.1 Applicable Scope
The comprehensive scope of this policy includes policies and procedures to address both power-based violence
(which includes sexual misconduct) and Title IX Sexual Harassment. It is intended to inform and guide individuals
who have been affected by power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment, whether as a Complainant, a
Respondent, or a witness and to provide fair and equitable procedures for all parties. It is applicable to conduct
that occurs both on and off campus.
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Power-based violence is a broader term that covers gender/sex-based misconduct beyond the Title IX
Regulations’ “Sexual Harassment” definition.
The accompanying Title IX Formal Grievance Process covers a narrower sub-set of conduct (i.e., Title IX Sexual
Harassment) that must be addressed under a defined formal grievance process as required by the U.S.
Department of Education under Title IX Regulations, effective August 14, 2020. When power-based violence
meets the criteria specified in the Title IX Regulations, it must be addressed under the Title IX Grievance
Process, and not as power-based violence, to the extent the processes differ between the two. (See 34 C.F.R.
§106.44-.45.)
“Sexual Harassment” is defined in the Title IX Regulations (§106.30) as conduct on the basis of sex that satisfies
one or more of the following:

1. The University’s faculty or staff member/employee conditioning the provision of an aid,
benefit, or service on an individual’s participation in unwelcome sexual conduct;
2. Unwelcome conduct determined by a reasonable person to be so severe, pervasive, and
objectively offensive that it effectively denies a person equal access to education programs or
activities; or
3. Sexual assault, dating violence, domestic violence, or stalking. (See definitions)
The Title IX Grievance Process (“Process A”) applies to the University’s education program activity, which is
defined by the Title IX Regulations to include locations, events, or circumstances in which the University
exercises substantial control over both the Respondent and the context in which the sexual harassment occurs,
and also includes any building owned or controlled by a student organization that is officially recognized by the
University. Under the Title IX Regulations, the Title IX Grievance Process does not apply to any education
program or activity that does not occur in the United States (§106.44(a)).
However, the Power-Based Violence Grievance Process (“Process B”) applies to power-based violence that does
not meet the definition of Title IX Sexual Harassment.
When the University receives a report power-based violence (“Report”), the Title IX Coordinator will determine
whether the alleged conduct falls within the scope of power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment. If the
alleged power-based violence satisfied the definition of Title IX Sexual Harassment, the Title IX Coordinator shall
ensure investigation and adjudication in accordance with Process A. However, if the alleged conduct meets the
definition of power-based violence but does not satisfy the definition of Title IX Sexual Harassment, the Title IX
Coordinator shall follow Process B.
See Process A and Process B.
Violations of this policy may lead to disciplinary action to include suspension or removal. Every member of the
University community is put on notice that a violation of this policy may subject an individual not only to
institutional discipline but also to personal liability.
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Moreover, this Policy applies to on-campus and off-campus power-based violence, including online or electronic
conduct.

3.2 Title IX Coordinator
The Title IX Coordinator has the primary responsibility for coordinating the University’s efforts related to the
intake, investigation, resolution, and implementation of supportive measures to stop, remediate, and prevent
power-based violence and Title IX Sexual Harassment, which includes sex discrimination, sexual misconduct,
sexual harassment, and retaliation prohibited under this policy. The Title IX Coordinator is responsible for
implementing and monitoring compliance with Title IX, VAWA and this Policy on behalf of the University. This
includes coordination of training, education, communications, and administration of grievance procedures for the
handling of suspected or alleged violations of this Policy.
The Title IX Coordinator is also responsible for maintaining documentation of all reports of incidents of sex
discrimination, sexual misconduct and interpersonal violence, and for establishing a protocol for recordkeeping
of such incidents.

3.3 Independence and Conflict-of-Interest
The Title IX Coordinator manages the Title IX Team and acts with independence and authority free from bias and
conflicts of interest. The Title IX Coordinator oversees all resolutions under this policy and these procedures.
The Members of the Title IX Team are trained to ensure they are not biased for or against any party in a specific
case, or for or against Complainants and/or Respondents.
To raise any concern involving bias or conflict of interest by the Title IX Coordinator contact the University
President at 318-257-3785. Concerns of bias or a potential conflict of interest by any other Title IX Team member
should be raised with the Title IX Coordinator.
Reports of power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment committed by the Title IX Coordinator should be
reported to the University President at 318-257-3785. Reports of misconduct or discrimination committed by any
other Title IX Team member should be reported to the Title IX Coordinator.

3.4 Confidential Advisors
Individuals wishing to obtain confidential assistance without making a report to the University may do so by
speaking with a Confidential Advisor. Confidential Advisors (Counselors in the Counseling/Career Center) are
trained and available to discuss incidents of sexual misconduct or interpersonal violence in confidence, and
generally only report to the University that an incident occurred without revealing any personally identifying
information. Disclosures to these trained confidential advisors will not trigger the University’s investigation into
an incident. In addition to providing confidential counseling, confidential advisors also provide emergency and
ongoing support to individuals who have experienced sexual misconduct or interpersonal violence.
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Prior to designating a person as a Confidential Advisor, the person shall complete a training program that
includes information on power-based violence (including “sexual harassment” under Title IX, as well as other
types of power-based violence falling outside Title IX’s jurisdictional requirements), trauma-informed interactions,
Title IX requirements, state law on power-based violence, and resources for victims. The Confidential Advisor
shall also complete annual training relative to power-based violence and Title IX. The initial and annual training
shall be developed by the Attorney General in collaboration with BOR and shall be provided through online
materials.
The University’s website shall provide the contact information for obtaining a Confidential Advisor.
The Confidential Advisor to an alleged victim of power-based violence shall inform the alleged victim of the
following:

1. The rights of the alleged victim under federal and state law and the policies of the University;
2. The alleged victim’s reporting options, including the option to notify the University, the option
to notify local law enforcement, and any other reporting options;
3. If reasonably known, the potential consequences of those reporting options;
4. The process of investigation and disciplinary proceedings of the University;
5. The process of investigation and adjudication of the criminal justice system;
6. The limited jurisdiction, scope, and available sanctions of the University student disciplinary
proceeding, and that it should not be considered a substitute for the criminal justice process;
7. Potential reasonable accommodations that the University may provide to an alleged victim;
and
8. The name and location of the nearest medical facility where an alleged victim may have a
rape kit administered by an individual trained in sexual assault forensic medical examination
and evidence collection, and information on transportation options and available
reimbursement for a visit to such a facility.
The Confidential Advisor may, as appropriate, serve as a liaison between an alleged victim and the University or
local law enforcement, when directed to do so in writing by an alleged victim who has been fully and accurately
informed about what procedures shall occur if information is shared, and assist an alleged victim in contacting
and reporting to a Responsible Employee or local law enforcement.
The Confidential Advisor shall:

1. be authorized by the University to liaise with appropriate staff at the University to arrange
reasonable accommodations through the University to allow the alleged victim to change
living arrangements or class schedules, obtain accessibility services, or arrange other
accommodations;
2. Be authorized to accompany the alleged victim, when requested to do so by the alleged
victim, to interviews and other proceedings of a campus investigation and University
disciplinary proceedings;
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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3. Advise the alleged victim of, and provide written information regarding, both the alleged
victim’s rights and the University’s responsibilities regarding orders of protection, no-contact
orders, restraining orders, or similar lawful orders issued by a court of competent jurisdiction
or by the University;
4. Not be obligated to report crimes to the University or law enforcement in a way that identifies
an alleged victim or an accused individual, unless otherwise required to do so by law; and
5. To the extent authorized under law, provide confidential services to Any requests for
accommodations made by a Confidential Advisor, as provided in this Section, shall not trigger
an investigation by the University.
The University shall appoint an adequate number of Confidential Advisors as determined by the Board of
Regents. Confidential Advisors are located at Counseling Services.
Counseling Services
Keeny Hall 310
318.257.2488
In the immediate aftermath of sexual misconduct such as sexual assault or rape, medical care and the collection
of physical evidence are very important. The individual should not shower, bathe, or change clothes and may be
taken to the hospital emergency room or Student Health Services.
Employees, students and non-students may also access assistance 24 hours a day, 7 days a week from the
following:
University Police Department:

1104 Hergot Avenue
318.257.4018
Campus Police will notify a Confidential Advisor/Counselor on your behalf.

4.0 Reporting Power-Based Violence (including Title IX Sexual
Harassment)
Anyone can report an incident of power-based violence to the University. A “Reporter” can be any individual
who reports to the University that they are a victim or survivor of power-based violence or that they have been
affected by power-based violence (sometimes referred to as a “First-Party Reporter”) or that they have
knowledge of power-based violence happening to or affecting someone else (sometimes referred to as a “ThirdParty Reporter”).
The University strongly encourages all individuals to report incidents of power-based violence even if there is no
intent to pursue a Formal Complaint.
Reports may be submitted in person, by phone, by mail, by email, or online through Maxient, and should be
submitted to the Title IX Coordinator. Anonymous online reporting is available through Maxient.
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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Mortissa D. Harvey
Director of Title IX Compliance
President’s Office, Wyly Tower 1536
Phone: 318.257.5911
Email: mharvey@latech.edu
For any Report made, the alleged victim shall have a right to obtain a copy of any Report made that pertains to
the alleged victim.
After making a Report, an individual may choose to file or request a Formal Complaint and pursue resolution
under Process A or Process B as appropriate or, if applicable, an Informal Resolution involving the Respondent.
The reporting individual may choose to be involved or not be involved in the University’s investigation and any
related proceedings or may choose to end involvement in the process.
A Report (verbal or written) will become a “Formal Complaint” if a First-Party Reporter files a written and signed
document prepared by the Title IX Office with the Title IX Coordinator describing an incident of power-based
violence and indicating that they want the University to take further steps, such as conducting a full investigation
and possibly holding an adjudication to resolve the alleged issue. Following a Report and if the individual wishes
to pursue a Formal Complaint, the reporting individual should meet with the Title IX Coordinator to provide a
verbal description of the power-based violence which the Title IX Office will use to draft a written document that
the individual will review, verify, and sign to constitute a Formal Complaint. The University can also convert a
Report to a Formal Complaint if the University determines that, in order to meet its Title IX obligations to provide
a safe and nondiscriminatory environment for the broader University community, it must take further steps to
address and resolve the matter and/or, for Title IX Sexual Harassment, where the Report itself satisfies the Title
IX requirements of a Formal Complaint.

5.0 Supportive Measures
Supportive Measures are non-disciplinary, non-punitive individualized services offered as appropriate, as
reasonably available, and without fee or charge to the parties to restore or preserve access to the University’s
education program, including measures designed to protect the safety of all parties or the University’s
educational environment, and/or deter power-based violence, including sexual harassment, sex discrimination,
and/or retaliation.
The Title IX Coordinator promptly makes Supportive Measures available to the parties upon receiving a Report.
The University will maintain the privacy of the Supportive Measures, provided that privacy does not impair the
University’s ability to provide the Supportive Measures. The University will act to ensure a minimal academic
impact on the parties to the extent possible in providing Supportive Measures. The University will implement
measures in a way that does not unreasonably burden the other party. These actions may include, but are not
limited to:

https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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Referral to counseling, medical, and/or other healthcare services
Referral to community-based service providers
Student financial aid counseling
Education to the community or community subgroup(s)
Altering campus housing assignment(s)
Altering work arrangements for employees or student-employees
Safety planning
Providing campus safety escorts
Providing transportation accommodations
Implementing contact limitations (no contact orders) between the parties
Academic support, extensions of deadlines, or other course/program-related adjustments
Trespass or Be-On-the-Lookout (BOLO) order
Class schedule modifications, withdrawals, or leaves of absence
Increased security and monitoring of certain areas of the campus
Any other actions deemed appropriate by the Title IX Coordinator
Violations of no contact orders will be referred to appropriate student or employee conduct processes for
enforcement. An employee’s or student’s failure to comply with the terms of Supportive-Measure directives is a
separate violation of the University Code of Conduct.

6.0 Statement of Parties’ Rights
The rights of the parties involved in a power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment complaint include but
are not limited to the attached Statement of Parties’ Rights. To the extent anything in the Statement of Parties’
Rights conflicts with law or University or Board of Regent policy, the applicable law or policy will control.

7.0 Emergency Removal
The University can act to remove a Respondent entirely or partially from its education program or activities on an
emergency basis when an individualized safety and risk analysis has determined that an immediate threat to the
physical health or safety of any student or other individual justifies removal. This risk analysis is performed by the
Title IX Coordinator in conjunction with the Tech Care.
In all cases in which an emergency removal is imposed, the student or employee will be given notice of the
action and the option to request to meet with the Title IX Coordinator prior to such action/removal being
imposed, or as soon thereafter as reasonably possible, to show cause why the action/removal should not be
implemented.

https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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This meeting is not a hearing on the merits of the allegation(s), but rather is an administrative process intended
to determine solely whether the emergency removal is appropriate. When this meeting is not requested within
five (5) business days, objections to the emergency removal will be deemed waived. A Complainant and their
Advisor may be permitted to participate in this meeting if the Title IX Coordinator determines it is equitable to do
so. This section also applies to any restrictions that a coach or athletic administrator may place on a studentathlete arising from allegations related to Title IX. There is no appeal process for emergency removal decisions.
A Respondent may be accompanied by an Advisor of their choice when meeting with the Title IX Coordinator.
The Respondent will be given access to a written summary of the basis for the emergency removal prior to the
meeting to allow for adequate preparation.
The Title IX Coordinator has sole discretion under this policy to implement or state an emergency removal and to
determine the conditions and duration. Violation of an emergency removal under this policy will be grounds for
discipline, which may include expulsion or termination.
The University will implement the least restrictive emergency actions possible in light of the circumstances and
safety concerns. As determined by the Title IX Coordinator, these actions could include, but are not limited to:
removing a student from a residence hall, temporarily re-assigning an employee, restricting a student’s or
employee’s access to or use of facilities or equipment, allowing a student to withdraw or take grades of
incomplete without financial penalty, authorizing an administrative leave, and suspending a student’s
participation in extracurricular activities, student employment, student organizational leadership, or
intercollegiate/intramural athletics.
At the discretion of the Title IX Coordinator, alternative coursework options may be pursued to ensure as minimal
an academic impact as possible on the parties.

8.0 Promptness
All allegations are acted upon promptly by University once it has received a Report. Formal Complaints can take
60-90 business days to resolve, typically. There are always exceptions and extenuating circumstances that can
cause a resolution to take longer, but the University will avoid all undue delays within its control.
Any time the general timeframes for resolution outlined in University procedures will be delayed, the University
will provide written notice to the parties of the delay, the cause of the delay, and an estimate of the anticipated
additional time that will be needed as a result of the delay.

9.0 Privacy
The University will not share the identity of any individual who has made a Report or Formal Complaint of powerbased violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment ; any Complainant, any individual who has been reported to be the
perpetrator of sex discrimination, any Respondent, or any witness, except as permitted by the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 20 U.S.C. 1232g; FERPA regulations, 34 CFR part 99; or as required by law; or to
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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carry out the purposes of 34 CFR Part 106, including the conducting of any investigation, hearing, or grievance
proceeding arising under these policies and procedures.
Only a small group of officials who need to know will typically be told about the Report or Formal Complaint. The
group may include but is not limited to: Division of Student Affairs, University Police, Human Resources,
Residential Life and the Medical Assistance Committee. Information will be shared as necessary with
Investigators, Hearing Panel members/Decision-makers, witnesses, and the parties. The circle of people with this
knowledge will be kept as tight as possible to preserve the parties’ rights and privacy.

10.1 Mandatory Reporting for Employees
An employee who receives a direct statement regarding or witnesses an incident of power-based violence
committed by or against a student, employee, or invitee to campus is a Responsible Employee (unless they are
designated specifically as a Confidential Advisor). A Responsible Employee shall promptly report the incident to
the University’s Title IX Coordinator. (See definition of Responsible Employee.)
A Responsible Employee must report the following to the Title IX Coordinator:

1. The identity of the alleged victim;
2. The identity of the alleged perpetrator;
3. The type of power-based violence or retaliation alleged to have been committed;
4. Any other information about witnesses, location, date, and time that the incident occurred; and
5. Any other relevant information.
However, according to state law a Responsible Employee is not required to make a report if information involving
power-based violence was received in the following circumstances:

1. During a public forum or awareness event in which an individual discloses an incident of
power-based violence as part of educating others;
2. Disclosure made in the course of academic work consistent with the assignment; or
3. Disclosure made indirectly, such as in the course of overhearing a conversation.
If an individual chooses to make an initial report to an employee other than the Title IX Coordinator, that
employee must refer the information to the Title IX Coordinator because the Title IX Office bears responsibility
for responding to reports of power-based violence. Once the information is received by the Title IX Coordinator,
it should constitute a Report.
If an employee believes an individual may intend to share any information regarding an instance of power-based
violence, the employee should seek to confirm that the reporting party understands the employee’s obligations
as a mandatory reporter. If the reporting party would prefer to speak with a confidential resource, the employee
should direct the reporting party to a confidential resource. See Confidential Advisors at 3.4.

https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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10.2 Employee’s Failure To Report or False Reporting
A responsible employee who is determined by the university’s disciplinary procedures to have knowingly failed
to make a report or, with the intent to harm or deceive, made a report that is knowingly false shall be terminated.

10.3 Student’s False Reporting
Any student who knowingly and in bad faith makes a false accusation of power-based violence or retaliation of
any form will be subject to an investigation for a potential violation of this policy and may be subject to
disciplinary action.

10.4 Confidential and Anonymous Reporting
In accordance with state law, unless waived in writing by the alleged victim, the identity of an alleged victim of an
incident reported under R.S. 17:3399.13 is confidential and not subject to disclosure except to:

1. A person employed by or under contract with the University to which the report is made, if the
disclosure is necessary to conduct the investigation of the report or any related hearings;
2. A law enforcement officer as necessary to conduct a criminal investigation of the report;
3. A person alleged to have perpetrated the incident, to the extent required by law; or
4. A potential witness to the incident as necessary to conduct an investigation of the report.
Note: Consistent with FERPA’s prohibition on re-disclosure of confidential information, any person who receives

another person’s confidential information solely as a result of participation in any investigation or proceeding
under this Policy is prohibited from using or disclosing such confidential information outside of such forums
without express consent or for any improper purpose. This provision only applies to other people’s confidential
information, as a party is never restricted from discussing their own experience. This provision does not apply to
any information learned outside of an investigation or proceeding under this Policy.
An alleged victim shall be advised of the right to seek a Confidential Advisor. See additional information
pertaining to Confidential Advisors in 3.4.

10.5 Administrative Reporting
The University’s Title IX Coordinator and President are required to submit summarized reports on power-based
violence and to publish those reports on the University’s website.
Not later than October Tenth (10) and April Tenth (10) of each year, the Title IX Coordinator of the University shall
submit to the President a written report on the reports received in accordance with the information required in
the BOR Policy Reporting Appendix.
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The Title IX Coordinator of the University shall immediately report to the President an incident reported to the
Title IX Coordinator if the Title IX Coordinator has cause to believe as a result of the incident that the safety of
any person is in imminent danger.
The President of the University shall submit a report to the University of Louisiana System Board of Supervisors
and the System President within fourteen (14) days of receiving the report from the Title IX Coordinator in
accordance with the information required in the BOR Policy Reporting Appendix. The report shall be posted on
the University’s website.

10.6 Time Limits on Reporting
There is no time limitation on providing a Report to the Title IX Coordinator. However, if the Respondent is no
longer subject to the University’s jurisdiction and/or significant time has passed, the ability to investigate,
respond, and provide remedies may be more limited or impossible.
Acting on Reports significantly impacted by the passage of time (including, but not limited to, the rescission or
revision of policy) is at the discretion of the Title IX Coordinator, who may document allegations for future
reference, offer Supportive Measures and/or remedies, and/or engage in informal or formal action, as
appropriate.

11.0 Amnesty Policy
An individual acting in good faith who reports or assists in the investigation of a report of an incident of powerbased violence, or who testifies or otherwise participates in a disciplinary process or judicial proceeding arising
from a report of such an incident may not be subjected to any disciplinary action by the University in which the
individual is enrolled or employed for any violation of the University’s code of conduct reasonably related to the
incident for which suspension or expulsion from the University is not a possible punishment. This shall include
but not be limited to nonviolent student conduct violations such as underage drinking, that is revealed in the
course of making such a report.
Amnesty shall not apply to an individual who perpetrates or assists in the perpetration of power-based violence.
Individuals who participate in the reporting/investigation process, whether as the complainant or as a witness,
are expected to provide truthful information in accordance with the University’s Standards of Conduct. It is the
policy of the University to provide amnesty for any student who reports in good faith, sexual violence. The
University shall not sanction the student for a nonviolent student conduct violation, such as underage drinking,
that is revealed in the course of such a report.

12.0 Romantic Relationships in Power Differentials
See Policy 1450 – Consensual Relationships.
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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13.0 Retaliation
Retaliation is expressly prohibited under this policy. Retaliation includes, but is not limited to, intimidation,
harassment, threats, or other adverse action or speech against the person who reported the misconduct, the
parties, and their witnesses.
The University expressly prohibits retaliation against anyone who: 1) in good faith reports what they believe is
power-based violence, 2) cooperates with an investigation or proceeding under this policy, or 3) opposes
conduct that they believe to violate this policy. However, an individual who reports an incident of power-based
violence or participates in an investigation or proceeding and has perpetrated or assisted in the perpetration of
committing the power-based violence reported, is still subjected to an investigation for a potential violation of
this policy and may be subject to disciplinary action.
The University will not only take steps to prevent retaliation but will also take strong corrective action if it occurs.
Anyone who believes they have been retaliated against should immediately report it to the Title IX Coordinator,
who will treat it as a Report. Any individual found to have retaliated against another individual will be in violation
of this policy and will be subject to disciplinary action. Employees who are mandatory reporters (i.e.,
Responsible Employees) under this Policy are required to report retaliation.

Anyone who knowingly makes a false accusation of unlawful discrimination, harassment, or retaliation of any
form will be subject to an investigation for a potential violation of this policy and may be subject to disciplinary
action, up to and potentially including termination for employees and expulsion for students.

14.0 Transcript Withholding, Notation, and Communication
The University has adopted Policy 1437 – Power-Based Violence Transcript Withholding, Notation &
Communication in accordance with State law and Board of Regents and University of Louisiana System policy

and will abide by Policy 1437 as applicable.

15.1 Initial Steps and Determination of Appropriate Procedures
After the University’s Title IX Office has received a Report of alleged power-based violence, the Title IX Office
should perform an initial assessment consistent with the information below prior to moving forward with an
investigation (if one is required/requested) to determine whether the reported conduct meets the USDOE’s
jurisdictional and definitional requirements to be categorized as Title IX Sexual Harassment. If that initial
assessment reveals that the alleged conduct does meet the definition of sexual harassment as contained within
the USDOE’s Title IX Regulations, the investigation should proceed pursuant to the Title IX Formal Grievance
Process (Process A). If the alleged conduct does not meet the USDOE’s definition of sexual harassment, the
investigation should proceed pursuant to Process B.

15.2 Title IX Grievance Process (Process A)
https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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Process A

15.3 Power-based violence grievance process (Process B)
Process B

15.4 Long-Term Remedies/Other Actions
Following the conclusion of the resolution process, and in addition to any sanctions implemented, the Title IX
Coordinator may implement additional long-term remedies or actions with respect to the parties and/or the
campus community that are intended to stop the power-based violence or Title IX Sexual Harassment, remedy
the effects, and prevent reoccurrence.

16.0 Training
The University must ensure that Title IX Coordinators, investigators, decision-makers, confidential advisors, and
Responsible Employees/Mandatory Reporters receive annual training within their respective roles in the Title IX
process. Annual training should occur at new employee orientations and at the beginning of each calendar year.
The University is required to maintain an updated list of employees trained.

17.0 Recordkeeping
The University will maintain for a period of at least seven years records of:

1. Each sexual harassment investigation including any determination regarding responsibility and
any audio or audiovisual recording or transcript required under federal regulation;
2. Any disciplinary sanctions imposed on the Respondent;
3. Any remedies provided to the Complainant designed to restore or preserve equal access to
the University’s education program or activity;
4. Any appeal and the result therefrom;
5. Any Informal Resolution and the result therefrom;
6. All materials used to train Title IX Coordinators, Investigators, Decision-makers, and any
person who facilitates an Informal Resolution process. The University will make these training
materials publicly available on the University’s website.; and
7. Any actions, including any supportive measures, taken in response to a report or formal
complaint of sexual harassment, including:
a. The basis for all conclusions that the response was not deliberately indifferent;
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b. Any measures designed to restore or preserve equal access to the University’s education
program or activity; and
c. If no supportive measures were provided to the Complainant, document the reasons why
such a response was not clearly unreasonable in light of the known circumstances.
The University will also maintain any and all records in accordance with state and federal laws.

18.0 Revision of this Policy and Procedures
This Policy and procedures supersede any previous policy(ies) addressing power-based violence and Title IX
Sexual Harassment and will be reviewed and updated annually by the Title IX Coordinator. The University
reserves the right to make changes to this document as necessary, and once those changes are posted online,
they are in effect.
During the resolution process, the Title IX Coordinator may make minor modifications to procedures that do not
materially jeopardize the fairness owed to any party, such as to accommodate summer schedules.
The Title IX Coordinator may also vary procedures materially with notice (on the University’s website, with the
appropriate effective date identified) upon determining that changes to law or regulation require policy or
procedural alterations not reflected in this Policy and procedures.
If government laws or regulations change – or court decisions alter – the requirements in a way that impacts this
document, this document will be construed to comply with the most recent government regulations or holdings.

19.0 Data Publication
Power-Based Violence Climate Survey – The University shall administer an anonymous and voluntary PowerBased Violence Climate Survey to its students once every three (3) years. See BOR Policy for further details.
Campus Security Report – The University shall publish on its website a semiannual security report each April
Tenth (10) and October Tenth (10). The report must include, at a minimum, all information relative to the Clery Act.
See BOR Policy for further details.
Sex Crime Data Report – By February Fifteenth (15) of each year, the University’s campus police department shall
submit a report containing the information required in Appendix C to the BOR Policy to the System President,
the University’s President, and the University’s Title IX Coordinator. The University President shall ensure the
report is posted on the University’s website.

20.0 Memorandum of Understanding
The University shall enter into and maintain a written memorandum of understanding with applicable law
enforcement agencies with criminal jurisdiction over the campus to clearly delineate responsibilities and share

https://www.latech.edu/administration/policies/p-1436/
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information in accordance with applicable federal and state confidentiality laws. See BOR Policy for
requirements of the memorandum of understanding.

21.0 Website Compliance
In addition to publishing the specified reports outlined in this policy, the University must list on its website:

1. Contact information for obtaining a Confidential Advisor;
2. Reporting options for alleged victims of power-based violence;
3. The process of investigation and disciplinary proceedings of the Institution;
4. The process of investigation and adjudication of the criminal justice system;
5. Potential reasonable accommodations that the University may provide to an alleged victim;
6. The telephone number and website address for a local, state, or national hotline providing
information to victims of power-based violence, which shall be updated at least on an annual
basis;
7. The name and location of the nearest medical facility where an individual may have a rape kit
administered by an individual trained in sexual assault forensic medical examination and
evidence collection, and information on transportation options and available reimbursement
for a visit to such facility;
8. Each current memorandum of understanding between the Institution and local law
enforcement and criminal justice agency located within the parish of the campus (12:15-13:5);
and
9. Data publications as specified in this policy.
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provisions in Title IX mandating safe learning environments and the Clery Act, which requires disclosure of
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Uniform Policy on Sexual Misconduct established statewide in 2015 and aligned with state law, as well as federal
campus security policies and crime statistics. Regents stressed its responsibility to convene and collaborate
with all higher education stakeholders to ensure consistent understanding and implementation of the laws,
policies, and best practices concerning sexual misconduct on campus given the current climate in Louisiana.
“Today is the time for Regents along with our systems to again declare what we value and where we stand,” said
Board of Regents Chairman Blake David. “We demand strong education and prevention programs to minimize
sexual misconduct on our campuses coupled with solid statewide policies with enforcement provisions to
address violations with compassion and support for survivors.”
“Catastrophic failures that leave students without adequate protection have no place here in our state,” said
Commissioner of Higher Education Kim Hunter Reed. “We must ensure that we marry Regents’ critical policy
role with the enforcement and implementation roles of our management boards to get this right. We will
continue our efforts to ensure that we are educating students in a safe environment.” Reed emphasized.
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Regents sent a letter this week to the four public postsecondary system presidents and management board
chairs requesting information ranging from website links to their current policies, points of contact for reporting
sexual harassment/assault, the number of confidential advisors on campus and when they last received
training, as well as confirmation that each institution has established a task force to address sexual misconduct.
The letter also asked whether systems had adopted morality clauses for employment contracts and if they had
entered into a memorandum of understanding with local law enforcement and criminal justice agencies.
During the hour-long Board development session, Regents reviewed the Uniform Policy on Sexual Misconduct,
originally adopted in February 2015 then amended in August of the same year in response to the Campus
Accountability and Safety Act (Act 172 of the 2015 Regular Legislative Session). The policy was designed to help
public postsecondary institutions create and maintain safe learning environments for all individuals who
participate in the institutions’ activities and programs. During the policy’s development, Regents assembled
national experts and shared best practices for providing statewide training opportunities to assist in uniform
compliance.
Mandatory activities for public postsecondary institutions include:
Prevention & Awareness Programs
Confidential Advisors
Campus Climate Surveys
Coordination with Local Law Enforcement
Online Reporting
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Commissioner Reed also shared with the Board for future consideration a range of potential amendments to
the Uniform Policy aimed at increasing transparency and accountability among higher education stakeholders.
Those considerations included additional reporting of sexual harassment training completion to Regents (as
well as the Division of Administration), compliance certification by campus presidents, and multi-year audits of
campus sexual misconduct policy and practices, along with management board training around Title IX with
mandatory, routine reporting of active cases.
Looking ahead, Commissioner Reed will attend the second meeting of the Senate Select Committee on Women
and Children this Friday to hear continued testimony on the topic of sexual assault and how it has been handled
by campus leaders. Reed says that it is important for Regents to serve as a resource for students, families,
legislators, and others seeking solutions to make colleges and universities safe places for learning and growth.
###
REGENTS LETTER TO SYSTEMS REQUESTING INFORMATION ON SEXUAL MISCONDUCT
POLICIES/PROCEDURES (https://regents.la.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Title-IX-Letter.pdf)
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